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Community Chanukah celebration set for Dec. 21
at the JCC

The annual community Chanukah
celebration, which is being co-sponsored
by the Binghamton Jewish Community
Center and the Jewish Federation of Greater
Binghamton, will be held on Wednesday,
December 21, from 5:15-7 pm, at the JCC,
500 Clubhouse Rd., Vestal.
“People may ask why we are celebrating four days prior to the first night
of Chanukah,” said Sheryl Brumer, JCC
executive director. “This is because
Chanukah begins on December 24 and

ends on January 1 this year. In previous
years, when we have attempted to hold the
community celebration during the school
winter break, our turnout has been greatly
reduced, so we decided to run the event
a few days before everyone goes away.
We will still be having the ‘Torch Walk,’
we just won’t be lighting and blessing
the chanukiah.”
The program will begin with the Chanukah torch walk, during which children
and teenagers from the community will

TI/TC adult ed. brunch to
feature Yiddish radio

The Temple Israel/Temple Concord
adult education group will present “The
Yiddish Radio Project” brunch program
on Sunday, December 18, at 10 am, at
Temple Israel, 4737 Deerfield Pl., Vestal.
Steve Gilbert will host the event. For those
who do not speak Yiddish, the material
will feature voice-overs in English by
people such as Carl Reiner, Eli Wallach
and Jerry Stiller.
In 2003, National Public Radio aired
“The Jewish Radio Project,” a series
devoted to the history of Jewish radio in
New York City and a other places from
the early 1930s to the mid-1950s. Several
episodes were presented in April 2015. The
introduction to the series will be repeated
on December 18, and then will be followed
by three new episodes. The radio programs,
and the accompanying slide show, will
be free. The cost of the brunch will be $5
per person.
 “History of Yiddish radio”: From the
1930s to ‘50s, Yiddish radio was heard
coast-to-coast, with a dozen stations
in New York alone. This program will

explore its “forgotten history” and learn
how one man “stumbled upon and rescued
its last remnants.”
 “The Jewish-American Board for Peace
and Justice”: From the late-1930s to 1956,
Rabbi Shmuel Aaron Rubin, the director
of the House of the Sages, presided over
a mediation court that convened in one of
the synagogue’s back rooms.
 “Yiddish Melodies in Swing”: In late
1937, Yiddish swing, a jazz/klezmer fusion,
mixed the Old World and New. It was said
to have taken “the music scene by storm,”
and WHN in New York created a weekly
show featuring the Barry Sisters.
 “Reunion: Siegbert Freiberg’s Story”:
Before the term “Holocaust” was part of
the vocabulary, a radio show presented by
the Mutual Broadcasting Company featured
a survivor of Nazi terror telling his story.
The program, “Reunion,” was sponsored by
the United Service for New Americans, a
Jewish philanthropic organization.
To make reservations, contact the Temple
Israel office at 723-7461 or titammy@stny.
twcbc.com.

lead a procession of lights from the
entrance to Temple Israel’s parking lot,
ending at the front of the JCC. There
will be a brief ceremony with music and
recitations, which will be followed by
performances by the JCC Early Childhood
Center, Hillel Academy and the Seton
Select Choir in the JCC’s auditorium.
There will also be a showing of the annual
community Chanukah video.
The torch walk will be held from 5:155:30 pm, followed by entertainment from

5:30-6 pm, at which time the buffet will
open. Food tickets will be sold for $8 per
person, or $6 for seniors and children,
with a family maximum of $28, and
will include traditional holiday dishes,
beverages and desserts. There will be
games, face-painting and arts and crafts,
as well as dreidels and chocolate gelt
while supplies last.
Reservations will be appreciated and
can be made by calling the JCC office at
724-2417.

December events at
Beth David

By Paula Rubin
New Jersey and Connecticut.
Shabbat luncheon
Sisterhood meeting
The Beth David Shabbat lunThe December Beth David
cheon on Saturday, December 10,
Sisterhood meeting will be held
will feature a program about the
on Saturday, December 14, at
importance of play. The program
7:30 pm, following a short busiwill be held at the synagogue, 39
ness meeting at the synagogue.
Riverside Dr., Binghamton.
Sisterhood President Claire
“Play is relevant in all our
Ladenheim will speak on “The
lives,” noted former BinghamJews of Harlem,” a topic that
tonian Craig Goldman. He will
has reportedly become “more
speak on “The Importance of
and more interesting” to her as
Craig Goldman
Play: a Professional’s Pershe has explored it.
spective.” His talk will follow the free
Beginning with an article she read, she
luncheon immediately after services. soon became “intrigued” with the topic.
Goldman will explain the role of play as The area is said to be “beginning to come
a practice for adult life. The entire com- alive” with the influx of Jews into the neighmunity is invited to services, the luncheon borhood. A JCC is about to open almost a
and Goldman’s talk.
century after the last Jewish Y closed, and
Goldman has more than 30 years of is considered the latest sign of a “Jewish
experience in the recreation and physical resurgence” in a neighborhood that was
education fields beginning at the Jewish called one of the most prominent Jewish
Community Center in Vestal. His resume areas for several decades in the 19th and
includes running health clubs, directing early 20th century.
children’s and sport programs, and directing
All women have been invited to attend.
summer camps at various JCCs in New York, Light refreshments will be served.

OU-JLIC and Hillel at Binghamton partner with local community
for new Shabbat program for downtown Jewish students

Started as a student initiative led by
Emily Lederman, a Binghamton University
senior from Westchester, in partnership
with Beth David Synagogue and OU-JLIC,
Downtown Shabbat is a new program that
encourages Jewish students living locally in
downtown Binghamton to come together on
Friday nights for a Shabbat meal together
and to attend services.
Downtown Shabbat was started this fall
by a grant from the Orthodox Union through
the Jewish Learning Initiative on Campus
program at Binghamton University, directed
by Rabbi Akiva Weiss and in partnership
with Hillel at Binghamton. Students purchase and then cook all of the food at Beth
David and then have a Friday night dinner
in its social hall together. The program has
drawn more than 100 students already.
“We started this program to bring the
Jewish students from the university who live
downtown together in order to both create

Some Binghamton students on the committee from the Downtown Shabbat posed before
their dinner at Beth David Synagogue.
community as well as support the local Jewish
community infrastructure,” said Lederman.
“When I decided to move downtown, I
approached Rabbi Weiss about what my

options were and he asked me if I heard of
Beth David. I hadn’t, so he told me it was a
local Orthodox synagogue. We got to talking
about what resources there were for students

downtown and came up with this program.”
“I never even knew this synagogue
existed, and I live practically across the
street,” remarked Daniel Marciano, a senior
at Binghamton. Marciano has been living
downtown for the past year and a half and is
a member of the Shabbat Downtown student
committee. “Being able to utilize resources
that are so close to us in proximity and
that bring our Jewish community together
is what makes this initiative so amazing.”
Beth David Rabbi Zev Silber added,
“It’s a fantastic program that has really
brought new life and energy into our shul.
A while ago students used to participate and
be present for services and other events,
though lately we haven’t seen much. It’s
amazing to feel the impact, and throughout
we’ve been in close touch with Hillel at
Binghamton and OU-JLIC to coordinate
this and it’s been tremendous.”
See “Students” on page 3
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Opinion
From the Desk of the Federation Executive Director

Hello, it’s Sima
I am currently reading an old book – “Wandering Stars”
– an anthology of Jewish science fiction. I love science
fiction and I love mysteries, and so I thought, “Jewish
science fiction? How bad could it be?”
According to Jewish Lights Publishing, “this was the
first time in a science fiction collection that the Jewish People – and the richness of their themes and particular points
of view – appear without a mask. ‘Wandering Stars’ is a
showpiece of Jewish wit, culture, and lore, of the blend of
humor and sadness, cynicism, and faith.” In his introduction,
Isaac Asimov discussed how many Jewish science fiction
writers prior to this book had used Gentile pen names in
order to get published: Writers felt that a story titled “War
Gods of the Oyster-Men of Deneb” didn’t carry conviction
if it was written by someone named Chaim Itzkowitz.
The first story, “On Venus, boy do we have a Rabbi,”
was about a huge Jewish convention where a group from
Rigel 4 was determined to get recognition as Jews. The

SIMA AUERBACH

story says that 800 years ago they were forced to leave
Paramus, NJ. The government was widening the access
to the George Washington Bridge and told the Jews they
had to go. On Rigel 4, they were warmly welcomed and
befriended by Bulbas – brown beings with gray tentacles.
The Bulba didn’t look like Jews, but they read the Torah
and claimed to be more than 20 generations Jewish. They
wanted recognition and to be part of the clan. They claimed
the atmosphere and food on Rigel 4 changed their look
over generations and they were no different from Ethiopian, Indian, Chinese or Scandinavian Jews with their
blond hair. And so the story goes on with rabbis debating
on who or what is a Jew? It is humorous and funny, and
causes you to think.
What I was struck by in the introduction was how Isaac
Asimov (who never changed his name) declared himself to
be a Jew: “I attend no services, and follow no rituals and
have never undergone that curious rite, the bar mitzvah.

It doesn’t matter. I am Jewish.”
On our recent trip, the first people we met (at the life
jacket instruction meeting) were Jews and we ended up
eating all our meals together. The very next day we sat
down next to a couple who were from Boca – Jews. And
we began eating all our meals together. We met many
people on that trip, but chose to eat and walk with the
Jews. What is that about?
Whether observant or not, whether Jew by birth or by
choice, you are a Jew and, in time of trouble or need, we
come together to help. On page 5 of this paper, you will
see an ad from me asking you to give a bissel more.
Why? Because we are a Jewish community that supports and serves the Jewish community ourselves. I ask
the Jews in this community to help keep us going. So
kindly give the idea of a bit more a thought this year.
P.S. If you want to borrow “Wandering Stars” after I’m
finished, let me know.

While Israel tarries on pluralism, the Diaspora may
be running out of patience
By Rabbi Andrew Sacks
(JTA) – Like many of my friends, I grew up in the
United States with a strong affinity for Israel. As a child
we saved money to buy trees, learned Israeli songs, studied
Hebrew, visited Israel and marched in Israeli Independence
Day parades. I recall well that my parents encouraged me
to give part of my bar mitzvah gifts to Israel. Ultimately,
I made aliyah.
Tensions arise whenever the interests of two parties may
not perfectly align. This seems to be occurring more frequently between the North American Jewish community, with its
pluralistic nature, and an Israeli government that gives into
haredi Orthodox demands over promises and commitments
made to the Jewish communities in the Diaspora.
Just a year ago, Israel’s prime minister stated that the
Israeli government and the Jewish Agency will for the first
time invest in the development of Reform and Conservative
Jewish congregations in Israel. He went on to say, “As
prime minister of Israel I will ensure that all Jews – Re-

form, Conservative and Orthodox – feel at home in Israel.”
On January 31, Benjamin Netanyahu’s government
approved an agreement to create an egalitarian prayer
space along the Western Wall and establish a governing
body to administer the venue. This was the result of three
years of intense negotiations, with Netanyahu’s top adviser
serving as the negotiator.
Thus far, no money has been forthcoming for non-Orthodox congregations and the Western Wall agreement has
not been put in place. Excuses abound. Mr. Netanyahu has
called for patience. But how long can one be patient when
it becomes increasingly clear that the situation is only
worsening? Shas, an ultra-Orthodox political party, has just
introduced legislation that would scuttle the entire Western
Wall agreement and create strictly haredi oversight to the
area, including the site designated for egalitarian worship.
For the past three years five Ugandan Jews, known as
Abayudaya, have been trying to come to Israel to study at the
Conservative yeshiva. All are converts to Judaism through

the Masorti/Conservative movement. The Jewish Agency
has accepted the Abayudaya as a “recognized community.”
But despite written assurances from the Prime Minister’s
Office that visas would be issued, student visas have yet to
be forthcoming. The one member of this community who
applied for aliyah has had his paperwork sit in the offices
of the Interior Ministry for more than two years.
A group of nine Masorti/Conservative Jews by choice
from Venezuela applied to immigrate to Israel in April.
After receiving the required documents, the Jewish Agency
approved their aliyah. The Interior Ministry, however,
has demanded a series of redundant and unnecessary
additional documents; they have all been submitted. The
situation in Venezuela is dangerous. Beyond the civil strife
and collapsed economy, food and medicines are in very
short supply. But none of this seems to worry the Interior
Ministry officials, who act as though they are above the
laws of our country.
See “Diaspora” on page 6

In My Own Words

Could it happen here?
When I was a teenager, someone asked me if I thought the
Holocaust could happen in the United States. The person was
greatly surprised when I said, “Yes.” Perhaps my reaction
came from having listened to my mother talk about how
afraid she was when supporters of the Nazi regime met at
Madison Square Garden in 1939. There was no guarantee
that the U.S. would support the Allies if it entered the war.
The point has become even clearer as time passed: History
shows that groups who have lived together for centuries
can quickly turn on each other. I’m not just speaking about
Jews: Think of the war in Kosovo and the Rwandan Civil
War, where neighbor turned against neighbor, resulting in
deadly massacres. Think of contemporary Syria, where
slaughter happens daily.
No country is immune to hatred. That’s why I’m concerned when it becomes OK in our country to publically
attack – in word and action – any group. I’m thinking
particularly of the alt-right, a term Wikipedia defines as “a
loose group of people with far right ideologies who reject
mainstream conservatism in the United States.” Recent
events have been scary: Alt-right leader Richard Spencer
told CNN that “one wonders if these people [Jews] are
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people at all, or instead soulless golem.” He was interviewed
after an alt-right conference that included Nazi salutes and
antisemitic statements.
Why do these people feel that it’s now acceptable to
publically express feelings that most Americans would
condemn? Commentators believe that the rhetoric of the
past presidential election allows people to say what was
once unacceptable – to speak in a way that once would
have immediately been condemned. I’m not saying that
President-elect Donald Trump is antisemitic. In fact, his
daughter converted to Judaism and the alt-right would
consider his grandchildren Jewish because of their father, even if she hadn’t converted. I actually believe he
doesn’t understand how his behavior has made it OK
for this hatred to be expressed – that he’s clueless how
people hear his comments – for example, international
conspiracies – as supporting antisemitism when that’s
(hopefully) not what he means.
Is the U.S. in active danger from the alt-right? There’s
no real way of knowing without a time machine. However,
no one thought that Hitler and the Nazis would take over
Germany. After all, they were only a small, fringe group
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that no one in their right mind would support. So, it’s
impossible for me to shrug my shoulders and assume the
alt-right will disappear. Having hindsight – knowing what
happened in Nazi Germany – offers us an opportunity to
prevent something horrific from happening here. This means
monitoring the behavior of the alt-right and making certain
its members don’t break the law. This means clergy of all
religions coming together to condemn this behavior and
demand the same condemnation from their congregants.
This means active support for organizations – from the
American Civil Liberties Union to the Anti-Defamation
League to the Southern Poverty Law Center, among others
– that will fight for our civil rights.
This action should not be based on whether you’re
a Democrat or a Republican. This is not about whether
you voted for Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump. This is
about pursuing justice. This is about really meaning the
words “never again” that were spoken after the Holocaust.
Never again: that means never again for anyone. We must
be vigilant and make certain that those who hate people
because of their religion, race, ethnicity, sexuality or [fill
in the blank] don’t prevail.
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Tot Time at TC
Tot Time, a program for preschool children and their
parents, will be held on Saturday, December 17, from
9:30-10:30 am, at Temple Concord, 9 Riverside Dr.,
Binghamton. The focus this month will be on Chanukah.
After Tot Time, the group will join the religious school’s
Chanukah celebration.
Tot Time is sponsored by Temple Concord Sisterhood
for children ages 2-5. It is free and open to the public.
Reservations will be appreciated and can be made by
e-mailing Lauren Fitch at TCTots@gmail.com. A parent
must attend with children.
Children are introduced to Judaism through a story,
snack and a craft each month. For more information, contact
Fitch at Tctots@gmail.com.
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TBE Ithaca to host Chanukah
Festival and Book Fair on Dec. 11

Temple Beth-El of Ithaca will hold its annual Chanukah
Festival and Jewish Book Fair on Sunday, December 11,
from 9 am-3 pm, in anticipation of the holiday, which will
begin this year on Saturday, December 24. The temple is
located at the corner of Court and Tioga streets in downtown
Ithaca. The event, which will be free and open to the public, will feature an indoor market with traditional holiday
foods, the music of klezmer musicians and a Chanukah
sing-along. The main attractions are a day-long holiday
crafts fair and a Jewish book fair.
Attendees can participate in the Chanukah Sing-along/

Dance-along from noon-12:30 pm. Other family activities
will include storytelling from 1-1:30 pm in celebration of
the PJ Library Jewish Storybook Program, and family craft
activities from 1:30-3 pm.
The book fair will offer many different types of books,
aimed to appeal to varied Jewish interests. The selection
will include fiction, non-fiction, cookbooks and books for
grade school, middle and young adult readers.
For more information, contact Temple Beth-El at 2735775 or 257-9924, or look for its schedule online at www.
tbeithaca.org.

How Israel is courting tourists from India and China
By Debra Kamin
TEL AVIV (JTA) – When Bollywood star and Indian
fashion icon Sonam Kapoor appeared on the cover of the
June-July issue of Harper’s Bazaar Bride, India, she did
so wearing a sheer pink confection and a radiant smile.
Behind her sprawled the Old City of Jerusalem.
It wasn’t happenstance. The Israeli government – keen
to tap into a growing Asian middle class who are armed
with passports and eager to explore the globe – has thrown
its weight behind a number of creative efforts to promote
Israel as a destination for tourists from India and China.
Kapoor, a fixture in Bollywood films and the daughter
of Indian actor and producer Anil Kapoor, came to Israel
in May as a guest of the Israel Tourism Ministry. The hope
is that A-list celebrity endorsements, in the form of social
media posts, will translate to millions of shekels in tourist
From celebrity endorsements to ad campaigns, Israel’s
visits down the road.
In the two years since the Gaza War, with tourism still government is courting tourists from China and India.
sagging and hotel stays 22 percent lower than in the months (Photo by Itamar Grinberg, Israeli Ministry of Tourism)
before the war, the Israeli government has doubled down
on its efforts to woo Asian visitors. Call it the new frontier like “Meeting incredible people through my travels is
for Israeli tourism: When it comes to courting visitors, there such a plus!”
is no doubt that the Holy Land is looking east.
While Kapoor came to Israel for the Harper’s layout
“India and China both have a huge economic potential, – the photo shoot featured her frolicking in the streets
a huge number of people, and have shown huge growth in and alleyways of ancient Jerusalem wearing a number of
the number of people traveling overseas,” said Pini Shani, stunning gowns by both Indian and Israeli designers – she
the director of the Overseas Department at the Israeli intended to take in a few quick tours of Jerusalem’s holy
Ministry of Tourism.
sites. But according to reports in the Indian media, she
Celebrities, of course, are key to tapping into that poten- and her mother, who accompanied her on the visit, were
tial. Kapoor chronicled her trip with a flurry of Snapchat so smitten by the country that they chose to stay longer.
selfies, which saw her visiting sites around the Old City
In August, just after the magazine appeared on newsand showing off a series of big sunglasses in taxis on the stands, the Israeli Tourism Ministry kicked off an apway to
Tel Aviv
the Deadon
Seahave
with an
gushing
Does
yourand
organiza
eventcaptions
coming proximately
up you want
$1.5 million campaign in India, unveiling a
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Weiss related that “virtually none” of the students had
There have already been three scheduled Downtown
even known about the existence of Beth David, or Temple Shabbats this semester, with the fourth and final being
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The introduction is said to have proved beneficial, as Beth community. And the deli roll!”
David reports that after the first program in September, as
many as 40 students came back for Yom Kippur services.
“You can feel how appreciative the local community
Jewish Family Service is collecting

Does your organiza on have an event coming up you
want the community to aend? Then get the word
out through The Reporter! If you’re new to PR and
aren’t sure how to publicize your event, The Reporter
editors are ready, willing and happy to help you:

Feel free to contact The Reporter at 724-2360 or
Treporter@aol.com – the sooner the beer!
(Use the subject line “Reporter arcle help”
if e-mailing.)
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ERNEST H. PARSONS
FUNERAL HOME
Faithfully Serving Broome County Since 1928

Call Roz Antoun at 724-2332 for a
confidential appointment if you are in need
of help or would like additional information.
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• determine the best weeks for your ar cles to
appear in the paper to aract the most aen on
• the deadlines for ar cles to get into any given
issue of the paper
• the e-mail address to send the ar cle to
• how to write your ar cles (the first rule of
journalism or PR: tell people who, what, when,
where and why!)

donations to brighten the celebration of
Chanukah for JFS recipients.
Please bring or send your donations to:
Jewish Family Service, 500 Clubhouse Rd.,
Vestal NY 13850 by Dec. 21.

c

Get the word out!

symphony of television ads, print media endorsements and
shout-outs on social media, as well as a dedicated website
for Indian travelers to Israel.
Such a campaign is not unprecedented; the ministry
drew upon its success two years earlier in courting Chinese
visitors. The previous drive began with celebrity endorsements that garnered nearly double the amount of Chinese
visitors to the Jewish state, year over year.
Back in 2014, just months before the start of the Gaza
War, a Chinese film crew crowded the stark bank of the
Dead Sea filming a scene for “Old Cinderella” – a Chinese
blockbuster starring Zhang Jingchu about a May-December
love triangle that played well in the world’s most populous
country when it opened a few months later. Among the
elements that made “Old Cinderella” beloved by Chinese
viewers – an aging female protagonist, a dashing young
suitor and a romantic ex-husband determined to woo back
his ex-wife – there was also a surprising amount of stunning
Israeli scenery to accompany the soapy dialogue.
“Old Cinderella” filmed in Israel after receiving an
approximately $130,000 investment from the Israeli
government, which offered its cash injection after being
assured that the millions of Chinese viewers who would
watch the film would also be treated to sweeping images
of Israeli scenery. The filmmakers wrote the country into
the plot, with the female lead deciding amid a life crisis
to restart her career and become a tour guide. It is during
a guided tour of the Holy Land, of course, that the bulk of
the film’s action occurs.
Zhang isn’t the only Chinese movie star popping up
at Israeli tourism sites. A month earlier, actor Liu Ye was
hosted by the Israeli Ministry of Tourism and granted an
honorary title – tourism good will ambassador – for playing
his part to promote Israel in his home country. “I was very
impressed by the harmonious and secure local atmosphere,”
Liu – whose wife is a French Jew – was quoted as saying.
The government’s efforts to court Chinese travelers paid
off: Visits to Israel this June rose a whopping 93 percent
over June 2015, bolstered by three new nonstop flights each
week from Beijing to Tel Aviv on China’s Hainan Airlines.
Also helping were two achievements from the Tourism
Ministry: the cancellation of group visa fees (which were
about $9 a person) and the extension of multiple-entry
tourist visas up to 10 years.
Visitors from India in 2015 increased 13 percent over
the previous year, and the Israeli government opened its
first tourism office in Mumbai last year.
As demand from Asian tourists increases, hotel chains
are doing their best to keep up. They are rushing to train
chefs in Chinese and Indian cooking flavors, and hosting
special workshops on spices and cooking preparations in
order to better please their guests’ palates.
See “Tourists” on page 6
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Off the Shelf

Theater, Yiddish style
RABBI RACHEL ESSERMAN

Theater lovers and Yiddish history buffs rejoice! Columbia University Press has published a book you won’t want
to miss. “New York’s Yiddish Theater: From the Bowery to
Broadway,” edited by Edna Nahshon, could be called the
catalogue for an exhibit of the same name that appeared
at the Museum of the City of New York in 2016, but it’s
so much more. This wonderful look at a variety of aspects
of the Yiddish theater phenomenon serves as a excellent
introduction for those who know nothing about it, and a
trip down memory lane for those familiar with its history.
To understand the role Yiddish theater played in the
life of Jewish immigrants, one must place it in context,
something the opening essay, “Overture: From the Bowery to Broadway” written by Nahshon, does extremely
well. These theaters served as quasi-synagogues, meeting
houses and an escape from the real world for those who
worked in sweat shops. Even with their meager wages,

Grand Theatre presented Jacob P. Adler in “The Broken
Hearts” c. 1903. (Photo by Byron Company. Museum of
the City of New York, The J. Clarence Davies Collection)

many workers used part of
their hard-earned money to
buy a theater ticket. Their
numbers were larger than
might be expected. Nahshon
notes that “historian Moses
Rischin estimates that in
1900 alone, when New York
City’s Jewish population had
reached 580,000, the three
local Yiddish theaters... presented 1,100 performances,
selling two million tickets.”
This was not to last: as im- The cover of “New York’s
migration laws limited the Yiddish Theater: From the
number of Yiddish speakers Bowery to Broadway”
allowed to enter the country
and those living near the theaters moved when their finances
improved, the number of attendees declined. However,
the New York Yiddish theater still exists, although with
numbers far, far lower than in its heyday.
Other essays speak to different aspects of the theater:
the writers, the actors, the set designers and the theater’s
influence on American culture. Three essays focus on major
actors – Jacob P. Adler, Boris Thomashefsky and Molly
Picon – while a concluding section offers short biographies
of 20 more. Since the rivalries between these actors was
legendary (although their hijinks are not discussed in this
book), some may object to an actor’s placement in the
lesser gallery, while Adler and Thomashefsky fans will
argue about which actor was the greater star.
Nahma Sandrow discusses the types of plays offered
and their use of music in her essay “Popular Yiddish Theater: Music, Melodrama, and Operetta.” While some plays
focused on the difficulties Jewish immigrants faced, others
were pure entertainment. Plots were lifted, borrowed or
plagiarized from popular English language plays or the

“A Rabbi’s Temptation”
production poster, c. 1935
(Photo courtesy of the
YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research, New York)

“Tevya film poster,” 1939
(Photo courtesy of the
YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research, New York)

classics. Variations on Shakespeare’s works were favorites,
particularly Yiddish versions of “King Lear” or “The Merchant of Venice,” although the latter was more sympathetic
to Shylock than the original. Some critics complained about
the material – particularly the melodramas – calling it shund
(trash). As times changed, more literary works appeared,
although they were not always a financial success.
Of particular interest are the essays that focus on
lesser known aspects of the Yiddish theatrical world. For
example. Eddy Portnoy discusses Yiddish puppet theater
in “Modicut: The Yiddish Theater of Yosl Cutler and Zuni
Maud.” Cutler and Maud not only performed successfully
in the Greater New York City area, but took their puppets
on tour across America and Europe. In separate articles,
See “Theater” on page 6

LEGAL NOTICE
______________________

N o t i c e o f Fo r m a t i o n o f M D M
Enterprises of Farmington, LLC. Arts.
of Org. filed with Secy. of State of NY
(SSNY) on 10/13/16. Office location:
Broome County. SSNY designated
as agent of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to: 2224 Pierce
Creek Rd., Binghamton, NY 13903.
Purpose: any lawful activities.
______________________
801 GAGE RD, LLC
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(“LLC”)
Articles of Organization of 801 Gage
Rd, LLC filed with the NYS Secretary
of State (NYSS) on 10/5/2016. Office
of LLC is in Broome County. NYSS
designated as agent for service of
process against it. NYSS shall mail
process to 1963 Bradley Creek
Road, Endicott, NY 13760. Business
purpose: any lawful activity.
______________________
749 GAGE RD, LLC
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
(“LLC”)
Articles of Organization of 749 Gage
Rd, LLC filed with the NYS Secretary
of State (NYSS) on 10/5/2016. Office
of LLC is in Broome County. NYSS
designated as agent for service of
process against it. NYSS shall mail
process to 1963 Bradley Creek
Road, Endicott, NY 13760. Business
purpose: any lawful activity.
______________________
279 S 2nd Street LLC, a domestic
LLC, filed with the SSNY on 10/24/16.
Office location: Broome County.
SSNY is designated as agent upon
whom process against the LLC may
be served. SSNY shall mail process
The LLC, 331 Arthur Ave., Johnson
City, NY 13790. General purpose.
______________________
277 S 2nd Street LLC, a domestic
LLC, filed with the SSNY on 10/21/16.
Office location: Broome County.
SSNY is designated as agent upon
whom process against the LLC may
be served. SSNY shall mail process
The LLC, 331 Arthur Ave., Johnson
City, NY 13790. General purpose.
______________________

whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process
to: The LLC, 515 East Main Street,
Endicott, NY 13760. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
______________________
Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
CoreLife of Woodmere, LLC, Articles
of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on
10/20/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated LLC agent
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of
process to: LLC, Attn: John G. Dowd,
PO Box 1905, Binghamton, NY 13902.
Purpose: Any Lawful Purpose. Date of
dissolution: None.
______________________
Notice of Formation of: TOMCO,
LLC. Articles of Organization filed
with Secretary of State of New York
(SSNY) October 4, 2016. Office and
Principal Business Location: 8 Kress
St, Binghamton, New York 13903,
Broome County. SSNY designated as
agent of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail process
to 8 Kress St, Binghamton, New York
13903, Broome County. Purpose: Any
Lawful Activity.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1.

2.

The County within the State of
New York in which the principal
office of the LLC is located is
Broome.

4.

The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. The post office
address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail a copy of
any process against the LLC
served upon him or her is: 7806
13th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY
11228.

5.

Notice of Formation of Woods Ravine
Farm LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
11/01/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: 677 Castle Creek Rd.,
Binghamton, NY 13901. Purpose:
any lawful activities.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1.

2.

3.

4.

The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is November
10, 2016.

3.

Notice of Formation of
Mindful Health & Wellness, LLC
Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of
State of NY (SSNY) on 10/20/2016.
Office location: Broome Co. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon

The name of the limited liability
company (“LLC”) is VARIKO 123
LLC.

Notice of Formation of 5F3D99, LLC.
Arts. of Org. filed with Secy. of State
of NY (SSNY) on 11/07/16. Office
location: Broome County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail process to:
99 Hawley St., Ste. 200, Binghamton,
NY 13901. Purpose: any lawful
activities.
______________________

The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.

The name of the limited liability
company (“LLC”) is Taylor Irene
Properties LLC.
The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is November
15, 2016.
The County within the State of
New York in which the principal
office of the LLC is located is
Broome.
The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. The post
office address to which the
Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against
the LLC served upon him or her
is: 1199 Cornell Avenue,
Binghamton, NY 13901.

purpose: any unlawful activity.
______________________
Notice of Formation of 401 Main
Building LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on
11/14/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be ser ved. SSNY shall
mail process to: 137 Powers Rd.,
Binghamton, NY 13903. Purpose:
any lawful activities.
______________________
Notice is hereby given that a license,
number pending for liquor, wine, beer
and cider has been applied for by the
undersigned to sell iquor, wine, beer
and cider at retail in a restaurant
under the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Law at 21 Main St., Binghamton,
NY 13905, Broome County for on
premises consumption.
Undersigned
Chatterbox Cafe, Tapas and Oyster
Bar, LLC
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
UNDER NEW YORK LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY LAW
1.

The name of the limited liability
company (“LLC”) is OASIS
STONE SCAPES LLC.

2.

The date of filing of the Articles
of Organization with the
Secretary of State is
NOVEMBER 21, 2016.

3.

4.

5.

The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.
______________________
Articles of organization for Sweetie’s
Homemade Italian Ice, LLC 345 Harry
L. Drive, Johnson City, NY 13790 filed
with the Secretary of State of NY
(NYSS) on 11/21/2016. Office of LLC
is in Broome Co. NYSS is designated
as agent of the LLC upon whom
process may be served. NYSS shall
mail process to 1172 Lynch Road,
Little Meadows, Pa. 18830. Business

The County within the State of
New York in which the principal
office of the LLC is located is
Broome.
The Secretary of State of
the State of New York is hereby
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. The
post office address to which
the Secretary of State shall mail
a copy of any process against
the LLC served upon him or her
is: PO Box 2039, Binghamton,
NY 13902.

5.

The character or purpose of the
business of the LLC is any
purpose allowed by law.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY: The
name of the limited liability company
is: DEAN CONSOLIDATED, LLC

(the “Company”). The date of filing
of the Articles of Organization of
the Company with the Secretary
of State was November 28, 2016.
The county in which the principal
place of business of the Company
shall be located is Broome County.
The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent of the Company
upon whom process against it may
be served. The Secretary of State
shall mail a copy of any process
against the Company, to the
Company, Attn: Casey Dean, 505
East 6th St., Unit 814, Charlotte, NC
28202. The purpose of the business
of the Company is any lawful
business purpose.
______________________
Notice of Formation of a Limited
Liability Company (LLC): Name:
CoreLife of the Midwest, LLC, Articles
of Organization filed with Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY) on
11/15/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated LLC agent
upon whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of
process to: LLC, Attn: John G. Dowd,
PO Box 1905, Binghamton, NY
13902. Purpose: Any Lawful Purpose.
Date of dissolution: None.
______________________
Notice of For mation of Green
Mountain - Vestal, LLC. Arts. of Org.
filed with Secy. of State of NY (SSNY)
on 11/23/16. Office location: Broome
County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: 1550 Vestal Pkwy. East,
Vestal, NY 13850. Purpose: any
lawful activities.
______________________
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY:
The name of the limited liability
company is: Alpine Distribution,
LLC (the “Company”). The date of
filing of the Articles of Organization
of the Company with the Secretary
of State was December 1, 2016.
The county in which the principal
place of business of the Company
shall be located is Broome County.
The Secretary of State has been
designated as agent of the Company
upon whom process against it may be
served. The Secretary of State shall
mail a copy of any process against
the Company, to Hinman, Howard
& Kattell, LLP, Attn: Ryan M. Mead,
80 Exchange Street, Suite 700,
Binghamton, NY 13901. The purpose
of the business of the Company is any
lawful business purpose.
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“Birthright for moms” resonates with world’s
small Jewish communities

By Cnaan Liphshiz
ATHENS, Greece (JTA) – Amid preparations for her
wedding 12 years ago, Errika Abouaf was happy to skip
the mikvah, the ritual bath where Jewish brides traditionally undergo immersion before marrying in an Orthodox
ceremony. Her excuse for opting out was that her tiny
Jewish community of Larissa in northern Greece has no
mikvah. “But it’s also because I didn’t feel like doing it,”
said Abouaf, who now lives in Athens with her son and
husband. “I felt an aversion of some kind.”
It’s a common sentiment in a country where 87 percent
of Jews were murdered during the Holocaust. Members of
Greece’s present-day Jewish community of 5,000 perceives
its Jewish identity as mostly cultural and independent to
religion, community leaders say.
But Abouaf changed her outlook last year after visiting
a mikvah for the first time in Israel as part of the Jewish
Women’s Renaissance Project. The group, founded in
2008, runs subsidized, week-long trips to Israel that aim
to bring non-observant Diaspora women closer to Jewish
practice – a so-called “Birthright for moms.” Thousands

of women have participated in the trips, with each one
bringing together about 400 women. “The trip changed
me and my fear of Judaism,” Abouaf said.
The excursions are popular in Jewish communities from
Sydney to San Francisco for what participants describe as
a bonding and empowering experience for women – not to
mention the welcome break it provides from the grinding
routine of parenting. But they seem to have a particularly
strong effect on women from small, crisis-stricken communities where mothers face a growing uncertainty over
the viability of raising their children as Jews.
“Turkish Jews don’t have many options to choose from
for Israel trips; this is not New York,” said Suzette, a mother
of two and an organizer of Renaissance trips in Istanbul,
who requested her last name be withheld for security
reasons. “When we do go to Israel, it’s for family visits.
A group visit to Israel, to really connect to the country, is
very rare and meaningful.”
Abouaf visited Israel last year as one of 15 Greek participants in a Renaissance trip with women from various
countries. She had visited Israel twice before but saw little

The Greek delegation of the Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project baked challahs in
Jerusalem in 2015. (Photo courtesy of Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project)

of the country, as both trips were to undergo training for her
volunteer position as a Jewish community guard. The Western
Wall brought her to tears, but the hugs from other women in
her group proved no less powerful. “They didn’t ask what’s
wrong, just hugged all the time that day,” Abouaf recalled.
In addition to connecting to Jewish sites and traditions,
Abouaf said she was also scoping out the country as a possible
alternative to Greece, where rising political extremism and
the lingering effects of a financial crisis are major concerns.
According to a 2015 Anti-Defamation League survey,
Greece is the most antisemitic country in Europe, with 67
percent of the population harboring antisemitic sentiments.
It is also the only European country with a far-right party,
Golden Dawn, whose rhetoric echoes that of Nazi Germany.
Golden Dawn, whose flag features a variant of the
swastika against a red background, has 18 seats among the
300 in the Greek parliament and its leaders have inveighed
against Jews. The party’s main spokesman, Ilias Kassidiaris,
sports a swastika tattoo, and Christos Pappas, the second
highest-ranking official, said in 2014 that Greeks are the
See “Moms” on page 8

The Greek delegation of the Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project visited Jerusalem in
2015. (Photo courtesy of Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project)
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Why Jews in France might give right-wing
populist Francois Fillon a chance
By Cnaan Liphshiz
(JTA) – If the French right-wing politician Francois
Fillon is elected president next year, it won’t be for his
skills at promoting interfaith dialogue. The secularist
candidate widely favored to win the election in May
managed to enrage many Jews, Muslims and even
Catholics with a single explosive statement he made
recently during a radio interview shortly after winning
the Republican Party primaries in France. Frenchmen
need to fight against Muslim sectarianism, Fillon told
Europe1 on November 23, like “we fought against a form
of Catholic sectarianism or like we fought the desire of
Jews to live in a community that does not respect the
lawsDid
of theyour
French Republic.”
His
remark
child grow upunleashed
as a a “furious reaction” by
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Muslim community activists like Yasser Louati, a
former spokesman of the Collective Against Islamophobia in France, who called Fillon a xenophobe.
And it certainly offended some members of the Jewish community, where congregants regularly recite a
special prayer in their synagogues for the republic’s
well-being and success.
UEJF, the left-leaning Jewish student group, criticized Fillon. But mainstream representatives of French
Jewry remained unusually silent on the statement,
giving observers the impression that Fillon is getting a
free pass on expressing anti-Jewish bias because many
Jews support his anti-Muslim stance and view him as
the best hope in preventing the far-right National Front
party under Marine Le Pen from reaching power.
“I was amazed by the silence of community representatives who are usually never shy in condemning any shred
of anti-Jewish bias on what is clearly a very problematic
statement by Fillon,” said Michel Zerbib, news director
at Radio J, the French Jewish station.
Bruno Benjamin, president of the Marseilles branch of
the CRIF umbrella group of French Jewish communities,
called Fillon’s statement “clumsy,” but “not unusual during
campaigns.” He added: “I’m not about to polemicize
what Fillon said.” His forgiving attitude was unusual for
his organization, which is usually quick to denounce any
expression of bias against Jews.
Fillon’s statement, however, did alarm some French
Jews. Following his landslide victory in the primaries
with 65 percent of the vote, Fillon is poised to become
president. In May, he will be running against a yet-undeclared candidate from the ruling party of President
Francois Hollande, an uncharismatic candidate with
dismal approval ratings amid discontent over Islamism
and economic stagnation.
Fillon, with his charged statements on Islam – he
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Tourists

In November 2015 – just after opening the Mumbai
tourism office – the Israeli government hosted four Indian
celebrity chefs, who in exchange for guided tours of the
country gave a series of workshops to hotel chefs on how to
prepare Indian dishes. The same month, a quartet of Chinese
chefs came to Israel, and at workshops at the Tadmor Hotel
in Herzliya and the Dan Gourmet Cooking School in Tel
Aviv, they led lessons for Israeli chefs on Chinese spices,
oils and preparation of dishes like fried tofu.
Meanwhile, a new government course for Mandarin-speaking tour guides has opened in Israel. Nearly 30
Chinese immigrants to the country – mostly native Mandarin
speakers who married Jewish Israelis and earned citizenship
in the process – have now passed the certification process
to be licensed tour guides. “There is tremendous demand,”
said Noam Porat, a tour guide coordinator who helps run the
Chinese-language course for would-be guides. “My students
are working around the clock. When you compare them
to a normal Israeli guide who speaks English and maybe

2x3.5

Diaspora

But this should come as no surprise. The minister of the
interior, Rabbi Arye Deri, said recently: “Last week someone
said that the Reform are our brothers, but we completely
disagree with them. We reject their ways, etc. The truth
is that they are not our brothers and we do not want such
brothers. Those that stick a knife in the back of the Jewish
people cannot be our brothers. Those who are the cause for
the assimilation of millions of Jews cannot be our brothers.
No how – no way! Such a person is an adversary and an
enemy. One who mocks and prostitutes our tradition, that is
to say, all of the holy Torah of the Jewish people for which
we have sacrificed our lives from generation to generation
for thousands of years, is not a brother. One who is a traitor and betrays his parents, grandparents, and all of the
generations that came before, is not a brother. Not even a
lost brother. He has thrown off the yoke and one must fight
against him with all means available, and never give any
sort of recognition nor any foothold.”
So while the prime minister calls on the leaders of the
non-Orthodox movements, both here in Israel and in the
Diaspora, to be patient, the Venezuelan Nine live in daily

Francois Fillon, seen in a 2008 photo, is the front-runner
to become French president in next year’s elections. (Photo
by Wikimedia Commons)
has said that French Muslims who engage in “Islamic
totalitarianism” cannot be considered truly French – will
also be running against Le Pen, who is projected to win
25 percent of the vote. “But his firm stance is likely to
be very bad news for her,” said Zerbib, joining other
commentators who expect that Fillon will steal many of
her would-be voters.
The remark on Jewish sectarianism – a reference,
apparently, to the Napoleonic-era bargain in which
Jews accepted emancipation in exchange for declaring
themselves first and foremost French citizens – is not
the first time that Fillon, a hard-liner and ex-prime
minister under former President Nicolas Sarkozy from
2007-12, has taken aim at Jewish customs. In 2012,
Jewish and Muslim groups condemned him for telling
Europe1 that minorities need to abandon “ancestral
traditions” and ritual slaughter “to adapt in the modern
world” and science.
See “France” on page 12
Continued from page 3
one other language, there isn’t nearly as much business
[as there is for Chinese-speaking guides].”
Yang Cheng, a 33-year-old tour guide originally from
Huwan, China, who now works on the Asian desk of the
tour company Vered, chalks up the demand to a shift in the
way Israel is viewed. “The perception of Israel is changing
in Asia,” she said.
Yang points out a fact that the Tourism Ministry is also
aware of – Israel may not be the very first choice of travel
for Asian tourists, but in a population already mobile and
logging air miles, it’s a destination that will still eventually
make it to their list.
“The Chinese actually come here with lower expectations,” she said. “This is a good thing because they can’t
be disappointed. They hear about Israel on the news, they
become curious about it, and when they come here it’s
actually peaceful and beautiful. So they go home and tell
their friends and relatives, and suddenly you have Chinese
tourists who are ambassadors for Israel.”
Continued from page 2
fear as they do their best to survive. The Ugandan Five
wonder why their beloved Israel turns her back on them.
I, too, wonder. A few week ago, Knesset member Dudu
Amsalem, chairman of the Israeli parliament’s InternalAffairs
Committee, ended a hearing about the Western Wall agreement
by stating: “I just don’t care about any favors the Jews in the
Diaspora do for us” in support of Israel. “The Jews of North
America should have no right to influence our policy. If this
insults them, so be it. They are not doing us any favors.”
So there you have it. A prime minister who fails to honor his commitments. An interior minister who reviles the
non-Orthodox – and he is far from the only such member
of the Knesset. And the chair of an important government
committee that, in his ignorance, dismisses the Diaspora
community with ease.
Maybe they are right. Maybe Israel can stand on her own
without the backing of the Jews of the Diaspora. Maybe.
But I, for one, doubt it.
Rabbi Andrew Sacks directs the Rabbinical Assembly in
Israel and the Bureau for Religious Affairs of the Masorti
movement.
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Israeli researchers decipher rare Roman-era artifact found underwater
By JNS staff
(JNS.org) – Israeli researchers from the University
of Haifa have deciphered a rare inscription found on an
underwater artifact. The inscription sheds new light on
Roman rule over the province of Judea prior to the Bar
Kokhba Revolt.
Archaeologists uncovered a massive rectangular stone
bearing the name Gargilius Antiques during a maritime
excavation at the Tel Dor archaeology site, which is located south of Haifa. The inscription enabled researchers
to determine with certainty that Antiques was the Roman
procurator who ruled over Judea just prior to the Bar
Kokhba Revolt.
“Not only did we manage to identify with certainty for
the first time the name of the procurator that controlled Judea
during the critical years before the Bar Kokhba Revolt, but
this is only the second time that a reference to the name
Judea was revealed in any inscription from the Roman
period,” University of Haifa’s Prof. Assaf Yasur-Landau
and Dr. Gil Gambash said in a joint statement.
The Bar Kokhba Revolt, also known as the Third
Jewish-Roman War, was fought from 132-136 C.E. amid
religious and political tensions following the failure of
the First Revolt from 66-70 C.E. The latter revolt – led

The Roman-era rectangular stone discovered underwater
at the Tel Dor archaeology site, south of Haifa. (Photo by
Jenny Carmel)

by Simon bar Kokhba, who promised to restore Jewish
independence – ended in a crushing defeat for the Jewish
people that led to extensive Jewish depopulation in the land
of Israel, as well as Roman efforts to erase any memory of
Judea and ancient Israel.
While the name Gargilius Antiques was also found on an
inscription uncovered more than 70 years ago, the portion
of the inscription that indicated where he ruled was not
preserved. Scholars debated whether or not Antiques was
the procurator of Rome’s Syria province or Judea, but the
new stone has clarified that debate.
“Immediately after suppressing the Bar Kokhba Revolt,
Rome decided to abolish the province of Judea, and erase
all traces of its name, and as a result decided to connect
it to Syria to create the province of Syria Palaestina,”
the University of Haifa researchers said. “So we see an
inscription that dates back to very shortly before Judea
essentially ceased existing as a province with this name.
Out of the two inscriptions that mention the name Judea,
this is of course the later one, but in light of its rarity, it is
reasonable to assume that few other inscriptions with the
name Judea from later on will be found.”
The Tel Dor coastal site where the inscription was found
had operated as a port until about the 4th century C.E.

Israeli archaeologists reveal prehistoric man’s plant-based diet
By JNS staff
(Israel Hayom/Exclusive to JNS.org) – Remains of
plants believed to be 780,000 years old were unearthed
during excavations at Gesher Bnot Yaakov, a Stone
Age archaeological site in the Hula Valley in northern
Israel. The discovery provides proof of a plant-based
diet in the Paleolithic era, countering the common
claim that ancient humans’ diet was based heavily on
animal products.
In a study published in the scientific journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Prof.
Naama Goren-Inbar of Institute of Archaeology revealed that more than 20,000 remains of edible plants
were discovered at the site, providing evidence of the
variety of plants and vegetables available to prehistoric
humans. The discovery is the “earliest known archive

of food plants,” according to the study.
In recent years, we were met with a golden opportunity
to reveal numerous remains of fruits, nuts and seeds from
trees, shrubs and the lake, alongside the remains of animals
and man-made stone tools in one locality,” said Goren-Inbar,
who along with Bar-Ilan University’s Dr. Yoel Melamed
identified 55 species of edible plants.
“Our region is known for its abundance of plants, but
the real surprise was a discovery of plant-based sources in
the lake (Hula Lake) itself. We found more than 10 species
that grew here in prehistoric times, but don’t exist today,”
Melamed said.
At right: A fossil of Archaefructus liaoningensis, a
prehistoric plant. (Illustrative. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia
Commons)
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news from around europe
From JTA

Torah stolen from republic of Georgia shul found destroyed

A Torah scroll taken from a synagogue in the Caucasus republic of Georgia was destroyed. Police said unknown individuals broke into the synagogue in Gori, a city located
65 miles northwest of the capital Tbilisi, while it was temporarily closed on Nov. 26.
The Jewish community discovered the damage on Dec. 2, when members reopened the
synagogue. Parts of the Torah scroll were discovered behind the synagogue building, the
news website Gorskie reported. Police are investigating the incident as a break-in, not
a hate crime, the news website 2030 reported. Some 4,000 Jews live in Georgia, down
from more than 28,000 in 1979 as the republic coped with war and instability in the wake
of the Soviet Union’s collapse. The Georgian government is supportive of Jewish life in
Georgia. Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili last year attended a ceremony celebrating
the 120th anniversary of the synagogue in Oni, in western Georgia. Garibashvili, whose
government provided some of the funding for renovations at the Oni and Tbilisi synagogues, called Georgia “the second homeland of the Jewish people.”

Stolen Dachau front gate recovered after two years

The iron gate greeting Dachau prisoners with a sign saying “Work makes you free” in German
was found in Norway two years after it was stolen from the former Nazi camp in Germany. The
recovery of the stolen section of the gate from the prisoners’ entrance reading “Arbeit macht
frei” was announced on Dec. 2. The gate measures about 6 feet by 3 feet. Dachau, which is
about 10 miles from Munich, was the first Nazi concentration camp opened in Germany. The
theft in 2014 came five years after the 16-foot metal sign from the front gate of the former
Auschwitz concentration camp was stolen and recovered across the country 72 hours later cut
in three pieces. The Dachau gate was found in southwestern Norway following an anonymous
tip, according to police in the Norwegian city of Bergen, the French news agency AFP reported.
Though the recovery was reported in the country’s media on Dec. 2, it is not known when the
gate actually was recovered. The gate reportedly is being studied to make sure it is authentic. It
reportedly is in good condition and will be returned to Germany officials as soon as possible,
according to AFP. There have been no reports of any arrests made in connection with the theft.
A replica was placed at the entrance to Dachau, now a memorial site.

Labour Party’s Corbyn visits former Nazi camp at Terezin

British Labor Party head Jeremy Corbyn visited the former Nazi concentration camp
Theresienstadt during his visit to the Czech Republic. Corbyn paid tribute to the victims of
the camp at the site, which is now a memorial and museum, on Dec. 3. He tweeted about his
visit: “Yesterday, I visited Terezin Memorial – a World War II concentration camp and former
Jewish ghetto. Never forget.” Corbyn’s visit comes in the wake of a report by British lawmakers
on the Home Affairs Select Committee, who accused him of doing too little to curb rampant
antisemitism among party members and lawmakers, some of whom have been suspended
for making racist and antisemitic statements on social media and in other public forums.

Far-right candidate loses Austrian presidential bid

Austria’s far-right candidate for president conceded to his Independent rival, Alexander Van
der Bellen. Norbert Hofer of the Freedom Party conceded on Dec. 4 on his Facebook page after
initial projections showed Van der Bellen, backed by the Green Party, with an estimated 53.6
percent of the vote to Hofer’s 46.4 percent. The office of the president is a largely ceremonial
post in Austria. The election was a do-over following irregularities in a May election when
Hofer garnered 49.7 percent of the vote, narrowly losing to Van der Bellen. Many Jews in
Austria, which has one of Europe’s smaller communities with 8,000 members, warned that
Hofer’s popularity might lead the far right in Europe to a significant victory. However, the
Freedom Party does have some Jewish supporters and officials. The party has joined other
far-right movements in Europe in their efforts of recent years to move into the mainstream,
shed their Nazi image and leave behind the antisemitic rhetoric of some of their former leaders.
The European Jewish Congress on Dec. 4 welcomed the Austrian presidential election results.
“We join democrats and all right-minded people in Austria and across Europe in breathing a
sigh of relief that the first openly racist and xenophobic head of state was not elected on our
continent,” Dr. Moshe Kantor, president of the EJC, said in a statement. “This would not just
have been a disaster for Austria but also for Europe, as it might have given a strong tailwind
for other similar extremists across the continent, like the National Front leader Marine Le Pen
who is competing in the upcoming French presidential elections. We hope that this creates
momentum for mainstream and decent politicians to start to fight back against those who are
using recent economic and social upheavals to push their intolerant agenda.”

Moms

“eternal enemies” of Israel.
France-born emissary of the Chabad
“I don’t see a future for Elias here,”
Chasidic movement who recently parsaid Abouaf of her 10-year-old son, who
ticipated, along with Abouaf and several
attends the only Jewish school in this
other women, in a bread-baking festival in
city, the Greek capital. “When I was in
Athens. The women prepared challah that
Israel with the Renaissance project, I was
they learned to make during a workshop
looking at the country for the first time
in Israel. “Everyone from the Turkish
to see whether I could live there, what
Jewish community has been to Israel, but
would my family do here.”
rarely in a group,” said Betty, one of two
Lori Palatnik, the founding director
volunteers who helped organize the trips
of the Jewish Women’s Renaissance
in Turkey. “We don’t have the wealth of
Project, said the trips play a vital role
study groups, missions and delegations
in supporting communities facing risto Israel that go to Israel from America.
So this is a rare opportunity for us to
ing anti-Jewish sentiment. “Bringing
strengthen our attachment both to Israel
women from countries like Turkey and
and among ourselves.”
Greece, which struggle with renewed
Betty and Suzette are unusual in their
antisemitism, is critical in keeping the
community because, unlike most Turkish
strength of those Jewish communities
alive,” Palatnik said.
Shirley Matsa, a member of the Jews, they observe the Sabbath. Still,
The trip is designed primarily for Greek delegation of the Jewish the trip to Israel strengthened Suzette’s
women who do not observe Shabbat, Women’s Renaissance Project, resolve to observe the day of rest despite
though some participants said their ap- visited the Western Wall in Jerusalem the temptation to violate religious laws
plication was approved even though they in 2015. (Photo courtesy of Jewish by watching television or driving a car.
Trips to Israel are an expensive treat
do observe. Most participants are not Women’s Renaissance Project)
for the Jews of Turkey, where the average
observant and the project, which has ties
to the Jewish outreach organization Aish Hatorah, aims to monthly salary is only $430. All expenses for the Renaissance
trips are covered except for flights.
bring that group closer to Judaism, organizers said.
The trips for Jews in “smaller Jewish communities
In Greece, the project is run by Nechama Hendel, a

Continued from page 5

Errika Abouaf presentedan Israel soldier with a drawing
her son made for him in Greece in 2015. (Photo courtesy
of Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project)
like Greece and Turkey have the potential to affect their
future dramatically,” said Dvir Kahana, director general
of Israel’s Ministry of Diaspora Affairs, which helps fund
the trips. Aware of the “big challenge to maintain Jewish
life outside Israel and especially in small communities,”
he said, Israel is “proud to give women from different
backgrounds and places this remarkable opportunity to
strengthen their Jewish identity... [and] transfer this to
their children.”
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Six new Chanukah kids’ books to help enlighten
the holiday
By Penny Schwartz
(JTA) – From a new audio version of “Hanukkah Bear”
– a holiday favorite by National Jewish Book Award winner
Eric A. Kimmel – to a novel for young teens set during
the Festival of Lights, there is a fresh crop of Chanukah
books that are sure to delight young readers of all stripes.
The first Chanukah candle is kindled this year on the
evening of Saturday, December 24. So if you’re looking
to enliven and enlighten your Chanukah – or simply just
send the perfect gift to a loved little one – look no further
than these six new books.
 “Hanukkah Delight” by Leslea Newman, illustrated by
Amy Husband (Kar-Ben $5.99), ages 1-4. Toddlers and
preschoolers will have fun celebrating Chanukah with a
family of bunnies, an owl, kitty and even a friendly alligator
in this delightful rhyming board book that’s perfect for
introducing young ones to the rituals and traditions of the
holiday. Award-winning writer and poet Leslea Newman
(“Heather Has Two Mommies”) and artist Amy Husband
capture the warmth of Chanukah’s glow with gleaming
candles, crispy latkes and “Dreidels spinning through the
night, chocolate gelt... come take a bite.”
 “Celebrate Hanukkah with Light, Latkes and Dreidels”
by Deborah Heiligman (National Geographic $15.99), ages
6-9. The glow of Chanukah radiates in this global tour of
the Festival of Lights, with stunning photographs from
India, Israel, Uganda, Poland and more. The straightforward text traces the ancient roots of the holiday, as well as
explains the rituals and blessings said while lighting the
menorah. Part of National Geographic’s “Holidays Around
the World” series, “Celebrate Hanukkah” allows readers
to discover the meaning behind holiday traditions, as well
as the ways different families celebrate around the world.
In this updated version of the 2008 edition, Heiligman
explores the themes of religious freedom and the power
of light in dark times.

 “Potatoes

at Turtle Rock” by Susan Schnur and Anna
Schnur-Fishman; illustrated by Alex Steele-Morgan (KarBen$17.99), ages 5-9. In this enchanting fictional tale, Annie
leads her family – along with their goat and chicken – on
a Chanukah adventure. It’s a snowy winter night in the
woods near their farm, and as they stop at various locations, Annie poses Chanukah-related riddles: How did their
great-grandfather keep warm during the long winter in the
shtetl? (With hot potatoes.) Why is it so dark? (There is no
moon in the sky on the sixth night of Chanukah.) What do
they use for a menorah out in the woods? (Potatoes!) Along
the way, the family lights candles, recites the blessings,
enjoys some tasty treats and, in the end, shares a prayer
of gratitude for the blessings of Chanukah.
This is the second Jewish holiday book set at Turtle
Rock by the mother-daughter team who also co-wrote
“Tashlich at Turtle Rock” – both based on the family’s
real-life holiday traditions. Aside from being a writer, Susan
Schnur is a Reconstructionist rabbi. The book, she told
JTA, reflects her conviction as both a parent and rabbi that
when children are empowered to create their own rituals,
they find meaning in Jewish holidays.
 “A Hanukkah with Mazel” by Joel Edward Stein, illustrated by Elisa Vavouri (Kar-Ben $17.99), ages 3-8. In
this heartwarming tale set in the outskirts of an Old World
shtetl, a kindhearted, but poor, artist named Misha adopts a
cat who turns up in his barn one cold, snowy night during
Chanukah. Misha names his new black-and-gray-striped
feline friend Mazel – “good luck” in Yiddish. Misha has no
Chanukah candles, but he finds a creative way to celebrate
the Festival of Lights using his paints and brushes. However,
when a peddler arrives at Misha’s home on the holiday’s
last day, he recognizes Mazel as his lost cat, Goldie. In the
uplifting ending, the two find hope for the future, with the
peddler offering to sell Misha’s paintings and Misha taking
care of Mazel while the peddler travels. Kids will have fun

following the playful Mazel, who turns up in every scene
in artist Elisa Vavouri’s large, vivid illustrations.
 “Dreidels on the Brain” by Joel Ben Izzy (Dial Books
$17.99), ages 10 and up. Meet Joel, an awkward yet
endearing 12-year-old boy who is looking for Chanukah miracles in Temple City, CA, where he lives with
his family. In the opening pages, Joel tries to strike up
a conversation with God, looking for some sign of better things to come – his life, so far, has had its share of
disappointments and hard times. Author Joel Ben Izzy
brings his award-winning storytelling style to this tale that
unfolds during the eight days of Chanukah in 1971, as Joel
navigates home, friends and school, where he is the only
Jewish kid. His Chanukah takes a downward spin when
Joel’s family is invited to light a menorah in front of the
whole school – he’s worried about being embarrassed, but
bigger worries follow when Joel’s father is hospitalized.
Joel eventually discovers that magic and miracles may
come in unexpected ways. Readers will have fun with
the dozens of inventive spellings of Chanukah, including
“Chanyukah” and “Kchkanukkah.” The novel is loosely
based on the author’s childhood – Ben Izzy described
himself in an e-mail to JTA as a “nerdy 12-year-old
magician” who was the only Jewish kid in his school.
 Hanukkah Bear (audio version) by Eric A. Kimmel,
author; narrated by Laural Merlington (LLC Dreamscape
Media$14.99), ages 4-8. On the first night of Chanukah,
one huge, hungry bear smells Bubbe Brayna frying her
legendary latkes. The bear shows up at her door – at the
same moment, it happens, that she’s expecting the village
rabbi. Thanks to her poor eyesight, a fun-filled case of
mistaken identity ensues as Bubbe Brayna thinks the bear
is the rabbi; she feeds him latkes and insists he play a game
of dreidel and light the menorah. This book won a National
Jewish Book Award in 2013 and now young children can
snuggle up to this newly recorded audio version.
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Israel’s favorite drag queen is a former yeshiva boy
By Andrew Tobin
TEL AVIV (JTA) – To become Suzi Boum, it takes Lior
Yisraelov about an hour.
It’s a routine Yisraelov has nailed down: First he shaves,
then he applies layers of makeup. Next, fake eyelashes
and finally the blond wig, the glittering clothes and the
over-the-top accessories.
Over the years, Suzi Boum’s look has stayed more or
less the same. But Yisraelov, 33, has undergone several
transformations – from a yeshiva boy to an openly gay
Arabic teacher to Israel’s most in-demand drag queen.
And, to varying degrees, his Orthodox Jewish family
and his country have changed along with him. “Each time
I came out with another revelation, my family eventually
accepted it, even if they weren’t happy about it,” he said
while doing his makeup at his Tel Aviv apartment on November 17. “And Israel has made me famous.”
Yisraelov was getting ready to perform at a bachelorette
party. Fresh out of the shower and clean-shaven, he looked
boyish and lanky, wearing only athletic shorts. But as he
caked on makeup, Suzi Boum began to emerge. With the
addition of the wig and a sequined dress, she was complete
– and she promptly headed out the door to work.
At the party, Suzi Boum burst into a roomful of tipsy
women, who screamed with delight. She transitioned seamlessly into a lip-sync performance of an Israeli engagement
song, then moved to roasting the bride-to-be (“So you’re a
psychology major. Where do you want to be a waitress after
you graduate?”). She wrapped up with a slightly raunchy
quiz game (“What is the wildest place your boyfriend says
you’ve had sex? Wrong. Take a shot!”).
Liran Adani, 32, a video producer at a marketing company in Tel Aviv, saw Suzi Boum perform at her cousin’s
bachelorette party in October. Though her recollections
were hazy – she blames a day of drinking in a hotel suite
– she said the act was definitely a hit.
“All the girls loved her,” Adani said. “It’s fun to see
that a man likes to be a woman, and it makes him feel
confident and happy and sexy. I interpret it as: Embrace
your feminine beauty. You’re beautiful; flaunt it.”
Yisraelov said he makes an effort to be a “nice drag
queen.” Because of his background, he said he has a special

Lior Yisraelov showed off some of his drag costumes in
his Tel Aviv apartment on November 17. (Photo by Andrew
Tobin)
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ability to make Orthodox people comfortable. On a 2014
reality show, he managed to turn a skeptical Orthodox
contestant, who initially would not shake his hand, into
an enthusiastic drag performer. “He was a little too into it,
actually,” Yisraelov said, laughing. “His wife was begging
me to change him back.”
Bachelorette parties may be Yisraelov’s bread and butter, but he does all sorts of events, from bar mitzvahs to
company parties to city events, including the massive Tel
Aviv Pride Parade. For the last several years, Suzi Boum
has made appearances on a variety of TV shows.
“I would say he’s the most successful drag queen in
Israel,” said Dekel Lazimi, 28, a filmmaker who is making
an online video series about his friends in Tel Aviv’s drag
scene. “Lior is the only one that has really broken out of
the gay scene and into TV and stuff.”
Yisraelov grew up in a religious Zionist community in
south Tel Aviv, a 20-minute bus ride from where he lives
now, though it can seem like a world away. He was the
youngest of four children in a Bukharan Jewish family.
During his final year of high school, after more than a
decade of yeshiva learning, he put on women’s clothes
for the first time for a Purim party. He also said he started
dragging his friends to gay clubs as a lark, though he knew
it was something else.
“When I started realizing I was gay, I was sitting every
day and learning Torah, Talmud, Gemara and Mishnah.
And you learn this is one of the most prohibited things
in Judaism. So you look up at the sky and you ask God:
Why did you make me something you don’t want me to
be?” Yisraelov said.
“You can’t talk to your rabbi or your family,” he added.
“But when you pray to God, there’s no answer.”
After finishing a year-long pre-army preparatory
program in northern Israel – where he performed in drag
for the first time at a New Year’s Eve party at a local bar
– Yisraelov moved back home and continued doing the
things expected of a young religious Zionist man. He fulfilled his mandatory army service, commuting to military
headquarters in central Tel Aviv to work in intelligence as
an Arabic translator for three years. Then he earned degrees
in Arabic and communications from Bar-Ilan University.
He graduated in 2011 and went to work as an Arabic
teacher at a secular middle school in suburban Tel Aviv. He
also gradually moved away from Jewish observance. At the
same time, he was slipping out of his parents’ apartment
at night to dance and hook up under the neon lights of this
city’s burgeoning gay scene.
Yisraelov had an experienced guide: His oldest sister was
transgender and changed her name from Erez to Arizona.
A former drag performer herself, she bequeathed the name
Suzi Boum to her younger brother when she retired from
the craft in 2008.
Arizona, now 39, went on to become the first transgender woman to marry a man under a chuppah in Israel.
Yisraelov’s other two sisters married and started haredi
Orthodox families.
About a year after creating his version of Suzi Boum,
when he was 26, Yisraelov met his partner, Yuval Shimron, who quickly convinced him to move in with him.
Shimron, now a 32-year-old computer engineer, later
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Lior Yisraelov displayed both sides of his character. (Photo
by Katya Borodin)
began joining Yisraelov in drag performances, which he
still does sometimes.
Several months into their relationship, Yisraelov went
to his parents’ home for Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of
Atonement. An hour before the start of the fast, years of
hiding his gay life from his parents suddenly ended when
his father confronted him about rumors he had heard: Was
his son really living a gay lifestyle? Yisraelov confirmed he
was. The family, which did not want to be interviewed for
this article, was devastated. “My mother cried. She asked,
‘Why do I deserve this? What did I do? What didn’t I do?
Where did I go wrong?’” Yisraelov recalled.
His dad, he said with a sad smile, “fasted for a week
instead of a day.”
Despite their disappointment, his parents did not reject
him. And on another visit months later, Yisraelov dropped
the final bombshell: He was a professional drag queen. “I
always say I came out three times: as secular, as gay and as
a drag queen,” he said. “And I understood why it was hard
for them each time. But I figured if they could get over the
fact that I was gay, they could get over the fact that I wear
dresses. Everyone was worried I was going to become a
woman, like Arizona, because that was the path she took.
But on that, at least, I was able to assure them: no way.”
Yisraelov explained that Suzi Boum is just a character
– at first he wanted to be an actor, and the character helped
him overcome his shyness. Now, he said, she allows him
to perform for a living.
Yisraelov started doing bachelorette parties at the suggestion of a friend. He quickly found he preferred them to
gay events – there was more interaction and acting. Plus,
the straight world was a relatively untapped market and
the money was better.
Sensing a business opportunity, Yisraelov got serious
about developing the Suzi Boum brand. He perfected his
makeup technique, including the all-important illusion
of cleavage, by watching YouTube videos. He honed her
performance by looking to divas like Beyonce and RuPaul.
Afew years later, Yisraelov put his communications degree
to use: He built a website to attract clients and sell Suzi Boum
merchandise, and created YouTube, Facebook and Instagram
pages. That’s when the media began to take notice and he quit
teaching. “He marketed himself to the straight world, which
See “Queen” on page 12
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South Dakota Chabad gives movement a
milestone, local Jews new leadership
By Deborah Fineblum
JNS.org
A statewide Jewish community of just 400 people is about
to receive a leadership boost in a move that will also make
history for the Chabad-Lubavitch Chasidic movement.
Rabbi Mendel Alperowitz and his wife, Mussie, are set to
be the new Chabad emissaries in Sioux Falls, SD, helping
Chabad reach a special milestone. Of the U.S. 50 states, all
but South Dakota have Chabad centers. But that’s not the
only historic aspect of the young couple’s arrival. Mendel
Alperowitz will be the South Dakota Jewish community’s
first full-time rabbi of any kind in decades.
Following the official announcement of their South
Dakota placement November 27 at the annual International
Conference of Chabad-Lubavitch Emissaries in New York,
the Alperowitzes will open a Chabad center – as soon as
they find a venue and raise enough money. Like the more
than 4,500 other Chabad emissary families worldwide, they
will lead Shabbat prayer services, offer classes and workshops for Jews of all ages, and host holiday celebrations.
The Alperowitzes have already gotten a head start with
the Sioux Falls Jewish community. As part of Chabad’s
“Roving Rabbi” program, which dispatches rabbinical
students and young rabbis to teach and lead services in
communities without a Chabad center, Alperowitz has
been in the city three times to run programs, most recently
during the Sukkot holiday in October. Each time he visits,
the rabbi makes new friends.
“He’s made a great impression on us,” says Steve
Rosenthal, who runs a local printing business and is the
state chairman for the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee. “He’s a very warm guy.”
The feeling is mutual. “I’ve been so impressed with the
people there,” says Mendel Alperowitz, 27, who has two
daughters. “But we never thought about actually moving
there until last Purim.”
On their plane ride back to New York after celebrating
the Purim holiday in Sioux Falls last March, the couple
began to seriously discuss what it would be like to open a
Chabad center there. The return visit for Sukkot sealed their
commitment, Alperowitz says. “There was a great feeling
of welcome,” he tells JNS.org. He recalls that while he
was in the Sioux Falls airport with a traditional lulav and
etrog for Sukkot, he was approached by a man who said
he was Jewish, but had never held the four species before.
“When I saw this man feeling so good about being a Jew,
and excited about doing this mitzvah, we both got pretty
emotional,” Alperowitz says.
Based on the people he has met so far, Alperowitz be-

Rabbi Mendel Alperowitz and his wife, Mussie, pictured
here walking in Brooklyn, will soon settle in South Dakota
as that state’s first-ever Chabad emissaries. (Photo courtesy
of Chabad-Lubavitch)
lieves that the commonly used estimate of South Dakota’s
Jewish population – 400 – may prove too low. “My guess
is there are maybe double that [number of Jews],” he says.
“He may be right about the numbers,” says Dr. Richard
Klein, a retired urologist who has lived in Sioux Falls for
16 years. “Whether [local Jews will] become more involved
now that there will be a full-time Chabad rabbi, we’ll have
to wait and see.”
Klein himself is looking forward to taking classes with
the rabbi. “I tend to learn on my own on Shabbat,” he says.
“But we’re not a hermit religion. We need someone to learn
with. I’m hoping that will happen now.”
In a town where the only synagogue is a Reform one, the
new Chabad center’s Orthodox traditions may take some
getting used to, acknowledges Steve Rosenthal, a former
president of Sioux Falls’s Reform synagogue. A Reform
rabbinical student comes to town only half the time for
Shabbat to lead services at that congregation, and kosher
meat needs to be brought in from out of state. “That’s why
we have a big freezer,” says Rosenthal.
Klein says that some local Jews “could feel somewhat
threatened, somewhat intimidated” by the forthcoming
Chabad center. “We discussed that possibility honestly with
the rabbi and he said he’s coming here to bring the community
together, not tear it apart. I think having [the Alperowitzes]
here will make us a stronger Jewish community,” he says.
“We’re a very self-sufficient group of mostly liberal
Jews,” adds Matilda Oppenheimer, who has lived in Sioux

Falls for 27 years. The most important thing, says Oppenheimer, “is that Mendel is coming.
“He’s very personable, very warm, a really lovely
guy. We’re excited to welcome him and his family to the
community,” she says.
Oppenheimer says the challenges of raising a family in
a small Jewish community are real, but that they can also
forge stronger and more resilient Jewish identities. “My
children learned to stand up as proud Jews,” she says.
Alperowitz agrees. “In Brooklyn there are shuls and
restaurants everywhere – it’s so easy to be Jewish,” he
says. “In South Dakota they have to come together to create Jewish community, to celebrate Shabbat. It’s really an
inspiration. We’re looking forward to raising our daughters
as proud Jewish South Dakotans.”
Mussie Alperowitz, 26, is also impressed with the
community. “These are people who’ve really given their
all to maintaining communal infrastructure for decades,”
she says. “We felt an instant connection with them and we
said to each other, ‘Wow, these people are wonderful. We
should really consider moving out there.’”
Two hurdles for the emissaries themselves – food and
education – appear surmountable, she adds. Other Sioux
Falls Jews bring in kosher food from surrounding states,
and there is an online school for the children of Chabad
emissaries that is at the couple’s disposal.
“There won’t be family there [for us] like in Brooklyn,
but in small towns like this the community becomes your
family,” she says. “And in Chabad, being an emissary is a
normal and beautiful thing to do, for us to live a meaningful
life by bringing meaning into others’ lives.”
The Alperowitzes are a good fit for Sioux Falls, says
Rabbi Mendel Feller, a Chabad emissary in the Twin Cities
of Minnesota. “I knew [Rabbi Alperowitz] as a personable,
approachable guy, so I suggested he try it out. The community
has been very supportive, and we’re a few hours away [from
Sioux Falls] and ready to help in any way we can,” says Feller.
Reuven and Avigail Hanna, who are in their 30s, say
they are eagerly awaiting the Alperowitzes’ arrival. The
Hannas, who are doctoral students with a 19-month-old
child, are among the few current Orthodox Jews in Sioux
Falls. Reuven says having a full-time Chabad rabbi in Sioux
Falls “can only benefit Jews of every flavor.”
“I’m not saying there won’t be challenges, but they’ve
already broken down walls,” says Rosenthal. “I agree
with the rabbi that we’re here to learn from each other,
and building the community is my dream. Maybe this is a
first step – after all, four new Jews is already a 3 percent
increase in the city’s Jewish population.”
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France

Fillon’s spokesman said the week of November 29 that
his boss was “misunderstood” and had wished to express
his opposition to “all forms of religious fundamentalism,”
especially by Muslims. “The Jews of France are French
like the Christians of France are French and the Muslims of
France are French, except for those who partake in Islamic
sectarianism, in Islamic totalitarianism, which needs to
be fought against,” said the spokesman, Jerome Chartier.
Benjamin said he found the clarification “satisfactory.”
Zerbib disagreed, saying, “I think Fillon needs to clarify
what he meant by his statement and his positions on religious freedoms in general.”
Fillon’s apparent suspicion or disdain for religious
customs fits into the French concept of laicite, a strict
form of secularism. In recent decades it has gained
traction among French politicians and thought leaders,
who regard it as a tool to check what they regard as the
spread of Islam and its effects on French society. In
summer, laicite advocates, including some leaders of
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French Jewry, cited the concept in defending a controversial ban on wearing full-body swimsuits, or burkinis,
at some beaches.
“Going with it [a burkini] is not innocent, it’s sending a
message,” Moshe Sebbag, the chief rabbi of Paris’ Grand
Synagogue, told JTA in August. Conceding that Jewish
Orthodox women wear similar garb while bathing, he
said the Muslim burkini “is not about women’s liberty
to dress modestly, but a statement as to who will rule
here tomorrow.”
Amid pressure, Sebbag later retracted his words. But
it was nonetheless a demonstration of a willingness by a
growing number of French Jews and non-Jews to accept
theoretical limitations on their own freedoms in the hope
of addressing the Muslim radicalization that is behind
hundreds of antisemitic attacks annually, including
several deadly assaults since 2012. Hundreds have died
in France and Belgium in jihadist attacks, including in
the Bataclan concert hall in November 2015 and more
Continued from page 10

chief rabbi of Israel, Shlomo Amar, had
no one else had really done,” said
called members of the LGBT community
Lazimi, the filmmaker. “The market
a “cult of abomination” and said Jewish
was empty five years ago, and he went
law called for them to be put to death. In
in and killed it. Others are trying to
Yisraelov’s religious Zionist communifollow him now.”
Suzi Boum is part of the LGBT
ty – which practices an Israeli brand of
community’s growing visibility in
modern Orthodoxy and participates in
Israeli popular culture. Assi Azar,
the mainstream culture – attitudes have
a vocal advocate for gay rights, is a
softened. Ahead of this year’s Jerusalem
TV and radio host, and Amir Ohana,
Pride March, leading religious Zionist
a Knesset member for the ruling
rabbis spoke out against homosexuals,
right-wing Likud party, is one of
with one calling them “deviants.” But
two openly gay Israeli lawmakers.
community leaders, including Education
Experts say such figures have conMinister Naftali Bennett and Rabbi Benny
Lau, condemned the remarks.
tributed in recent years to greater
Suzi Boum promoting gay pride. (Photo
Yisraelov’s family, too, has come a
LGBT acceptance.
long way. He thinks seeing him succeed
Still, Israel remains a relatively by Maya Bar)
has helped. These days, he can stop by
conservative society. Forty-three
percent of Israelis deem homosexuality unacceptable and 22 their apartment after a drag show, still in costume, and
percent would not want to live next door to a homosexual, have Shabbat dinner. He even performed for his mother
and her friends on her 60th birthday. Shimron, Yisraelov’s
according to respected surveys.
Negative attitudes toward homosexuals are most concen- partner, who once was banned, is now welcome.
Then again, new pressures are emerging. “My mom
trated in Israel’s Orthodox communities, as well as among
Arabs. On November 17, as Yisraelov put on makeup, is starting to ask when there will be children,” Yisraelov
news broke that the chief rabbi of Jerusalem and former said. “I tell her to be patient.”

Continued from page 6
recently in Nice, where 84 people were murdered in July.
This sense of threat “may also be behind the weak
reaction to what Fillon said,” Zerbib said. “It may be that
Jewish groups are willing to look the other way because
they don’t want to be seen as partisan, or because he comes
across to some as an ally.”
Reflecting the alarm of many French Jews, Benjamin,
who recently called for Marseilles Jews to conceal their
kippahs for security reasons, said that “Islamization is an
existential threat on France.” While stopping short of endorsing Fillon, Benjamin said it “seems he is committed to
offering solutions” to a “problem that will perhaps become
insolvable by the 2021 election.”
Hollande and Prime Minister Manuel Valls are widely
credited by French Jews for extraordinary efforts to
protect them from this threat, Zerbib said, including
by posting 12,000 soldiers at Jewish areas following
the murder of four people last year at a Paris kosher
shop. “But Hollande is an unpopular leader also among
Jews,” Zerbib noted. Valls, however, “may command
considerable support by Jews if he becomes the Socialist
candidate,” Zerbib said.
Faced with this feeling of threat, a growing number of
French Jews have been tempted to support the National
Front, a party shunned by the Jewish establishment because
of the antisemitism of some of its founders. The party,
which once had nearly no Jewish supporters, now attracts
12 percent of the Jewish vote, polls from 2014 suggest,
“and the current level of support among Jews may be
higher,” Zerbib said.
Jean-Marie Le Pen, the National Front’s founder and
honorary president – and Marine Le Pen’s father – was
finally booted from the party this year for minimizing
the Holocaust. A French court determined earlier in November that he may keep the title of honorary president.
In addition to kicking out her father and several other
members who made antisemitic statements, Le Pen has
courted French Jews by expressing support for Israel and
promising Jews her party will be “their shield” against
Muslim radicalism.
But in October, Le Pen reiterated her support for a ban
on wearing religious garb, including by Jews, to curb what
she calls the spread of Islam. “Jews can understand that
if we ask for this sacrifice from them,” she told BFMTV.
French Jews largely rejected Le Pen’s request, yet
Zerbib said they appear to be more willing to give Fillon
“concessions that would not have been on offer to most
politicians under normal circumstances.”
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news from around the u.s.
From JTA

NYPD sees “huge spike” in hate crimes post-election

The New York Police Department said it has seen a dramatic rise in hate crimes following
the election of Donald Trump, with the majority of incidents directed at Jews. There has been
a 115 percent increase in bias crimes in New York City following Election Day, with Jews
being targeted in 24 of the 43 incidents during that nearly month-long period. The antisemitic
incidents represented a threefold increase from November 2015, The New York Observer
reported. In total, hate crimes have increased 35 percent from 2015, the NYPD’s chief of
detectives, Robert Boyce, said on Dec. 5. “We had a huge spike right after Election Day,
it’s somewhat slowed a little bit,” Boyce said. “We’re seeing across the board an increase
right now.” Besides Jews, other targeted groups included Muslims, whites and the LGBTQ
community, according to Boyce. JTA has reported on antisemitic incidents following the
election, including acts of vandalism featuring swastikas and Trump-related themes left in
public areas as well as on the homes of Jewish individuals. The week of Dec. 1, the watchdog Southern Poverty Law Center said it had received reports of 100 antisemitic incidents
occurring in the 10 days following the presidential election, representing about 12 percent of
hate incidents reported to the group in the United States. The head of the Anti-Defamation
League, Jonathan Greenblatt, said recently that anti-Jewish public and political discourse in
America is worse than at any point since the 1930s. The election season saw the rise of the
“alt-right,” a loose far-right movement whose followers traffic variously in white nationalism, anti-immigration sentiment, antisemitism and a disdain for “political correctness.”
Many alt-right members, including white nationalists, have been vocal in their support of
Trump, who has called for a ban on Muslim immigration to the U.S. and likened Mexican
immigrants to rapists. The president-elect said recently that he did not want to “energize”
white supremacists and denounced an alt-right conference held on Nov. 19 in Washington,
DC, where speakers railed against Jews and several audience members did Hitler salutes.

House introduces bill targeting campus antisemitism

A bipartisan slate of leading House members introduced a bill that would expand how
the Department of Education defines antisemitism in advising learning institutions on how
to identify discrimination. The bill introduced on Dec. 2 by Reps. Peter Roskam (R-IL) and
Ted Deutch (D-FL) replicates a similar bill passed recently by the Senate, which was sponsored by Sens. Tim Scott (R-SC) and Bob Casey (D-PA). Senior House of Representatives
members, including Reps. Eliot Engel and Nita Lowey (both D-NY) and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen
(R-FL), are backing the bill. The measure expands previous guidelines sent periodically to
educational institutions receiving federal funding to define antisemitism according to a definition first published by the State Department in 2010. That bill adopts the definition set forth
by the European Parliament Working Group on Anti-Semitism: “Antisemitism is a certain
perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical

manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/
or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.” Both definitions also outline when criticism of Israel crosses into antisemitism, citing the “three D’s”
first advanced by Natan Sharansky, the Israeli politician and former prisoner of the Soviet
gulag: demonization, double standard and delegitimization. The Anti-Defamation League,
which has led lobbying for the legislation, said the bill, should it become law, “addresses
a core concern of Jewish and pro-Israel students and parents: When does the expression of
antisemitism, anti-Israel sentiment and anti-Zionist beliefs cross the line from First Amendment-protected free expression to unlawful discriminatory conduct?” A number of left-wing
and pro-Palestinian groups have criticized the legislation, saying the Israel-related language
is too vague and would inhibit debate on campus about Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians.

“Alt-right” leader Richard Spencer: “Heil Trump” at
supremacist event was fun, exuberance

Richard Spencer, the founder of a white supremacist think tank, said an event in which he
shouted “Heil Trump” as participants raised their arms was not threatening, but fun. “I understand why people were offended, but they have to understand the context in which it happened.
The context of fun and exuberance,” Spencer told the left-leaning Israeli daily Haaretz in an
interview. Speakers at the Nov. 19 day-long conference of the National Policy Institute quoted
Nazi propaganda and said the media protects Jewish interests. Spencer is considered the founder
of the “alt-right,” a far-right movement whose followers traffic variously in white nationalism,
anti-immigration sentiment, antisemitism and a disdain for “political correctness.” Spencer
told Haaretz in the interview published over the Dec. 4 weekend that Jews and minorities
have a place in his vision of America as a white country. “All citizens should have the same
rights and protections. American citizenship is not up for debate. I’m talking about identity,” he
said. “Donald Trump would be the first step for identity politics for white people in the United
States,” he added. “His election was not about conservatism. It was not about the religious
right, and it has not been about capitalism or the constitution. Donald Trump is a nationalist,
and that is something brand new and it is something to be excited about, because I feel like the
tide is turning in the United States.” Spencer said it is the president-elect’s “business” who has
a role in a Trump White House, including the roles of his Jewish son-in-law, Jared Kushner,
and Jewish billionaire Sheldon Adelson. He told Haaretz he hoped the U.S. government would
stop providing aid to Israel. “Israel is an incredibly wealthy and successful nation-state, it has
booming industries. It’s rather odd for the United States to be giving financial aid to a First
World country,” he said. He also said that the U.S. should not take sides in the Israel-Palestinian
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conflict, though it would be “wonderful, obviously,” if the U.S. could broker a deal. When
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Getting our priorities straight

Vayetze, Genesis 28:10-32:3
Jacob is in the house of his father-in-law, Lavan. He
performed his 14 years of faithful service in exchange for
the hand of his beloved, Rachel. He asks permission to
leave and return home. Lavan asks him to remain. After
all, Jacob’s presence has brought God’s blessing to his
growing fortune.
Jacob agrees, on condition that he receives a salary so
that he can increase his own wealth. After six more years
he expands his flock greatly, he has acquired slaves, camels
and donkeys. We arrive at Chapter 31. Lavan’s sons begin
accusing Jacob of thievery; Jacob feels that Lavan’s attitude

RABBI ZEV SILBER, BETH DAVID SYNAGOGUE
has changed, as well. Suddenly, in verse 3, God appears
to Jacob and says, “Return to the land of your fathers and
your birthplace, and I will be with you.”
The impression I get is that without this direct order
from God, Jacob may have been willing to endure these
accusations and remain. He has a good job, it was profitable
and he is amassing wealth. Why not leave now when he is
threatened? Remember, he wanted to leave just six years
ago when all he had was his family!
And why did God add the words “and I will be with
you”? He had already promised that in the vision that Jacob

had before departing, in 28:13-15. The land will be his and
belong to his many children, “and I will be with you and
guard you wherever you will go.”
This is apparently what bothered the Midrash Rabba
when it explains God’s command to return as follows:
“Rabbi Ami said in the name of Resh Lakish: Possessions,
outside of the land is not blessed, but when you return to
the land I will be with you. Jacob, because his goal was to
increase his family wealth, was no longer blessed.”
Jacob apparently forgot his mission and that of the future
See “Priorities” on page 15

Congregational Notes
Beth David Synagogue

Affiliation: Orthodox Union
Rabbi: Zev Silber
Address: 39 Riverside Dr., Binghamton, NY 13905
Phone: 607-722-1793, Rabbi’s Office: 607-722-7514
Fax: 607-722-7121
Office hours: Mon. closed; Tues. 9 am-1 pm; Wed. 9 am-1
pm; Thurs. 9 am-1 pm; Fri. closed
Beth David e-mail address: bethdavid@stny.rr.com
Rabbi’s e-mail: rabbisilber@stny.rr.com
Website: www.bethdavid.org
Shabbat Services:
Friday, December 9............................................... 4:15 pm
Shabbat, December 10.............................................. 9 am
......................................................Mincha/Maariv 5:35 pm
Weekday Services:
Mornings:
Sun., December 11............................................... 8:30 am
Mon.-Fri., December 12-16........................................ 7 am
Evenings:
Sun., December 11............................................... 4:15 pm
Mon.-Thurs., December 12-15................................... 7 pm
Classes: Rabbi Zev Silber will hold his weekly Talmud class
every Tuesday evening after services.

On Saturday, December 10, Craig Goldman will be the
featured speaker at the next Beth David Shabbat luncheon.
His talk will address the importance of play in people’s daily
lives. The talk will follow the free luncheon after services.
On Wednesday, December 14, at 7:30 pm, there will
be a Beth David Sisterhood meeting. Claire Ladenheim
will speak on “The Jews of Harlem.” Her talk will follow
a short business meeting. All women in the community
have been invited to attend.

Temple Beth-El of Ithaca

Affiliation: United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
Rabbi: Scott L. Glass
Address: 402 North Tioga St. (the corner of Court and Tioga
streets), Ithaca, NY 14850-4292
Phone: 273-5775
E-mail: rabbi@tbeithaca.org and secretary@tbeithaca.org
Website: www.tbeithaca.org
Co-presidents: Jerry Dietz and Richard Wallace
Sisterhood Co-presidents: Elizabeth Hess and Esther Racoosin
Director of Education: Rabbi Suzanne Brody
Administrative Assistant: Jane Griffith
Services: Fri. 8 pm; Sat. 10 am, unless otherwise announced.
Religious School/Education: September-May: Classes meet on
Sunday, 9 am-12:30 pm and Wednesday afternoons, 3:45-5:45
pm. The Midrashah (eighth-grade and high school) classes
will meet at times designated by their respective teachers.
Adult Ed.: Numerous weekly courses, several semester-long
courses and a variety of mini-courses and lectures are offered
throughout the year. Call the temple office for more details.

On Friday, December 9, a Nitzanim Shabbat dinner
will be held at 5 pm, followed by services at 8 pm.
On Saturday, December 10, the zayin class service
will be held at 10 am.
On Sunday, December 11, religious school and minyan
will be held at 9 am; the Chanukah Festival and Jewish
Book Fair from 9 am-3 pm; and a bar/bat mitzvah family
group meeting at 12:30 pm.
On Friday, December 16, the vav class service will
be held at 6:15 pm.
On Saturday, December 17, Shabbat Yeladim will be
celebrated at 11:15 am.
On Sunday, December 18, the religious schools of
Temple Beth-El and Congregation Tikkun v’Or will
co-host a “Day at Camp” at the Foundation of Light.
Contact Rabbi Suzanne Brody for further information.

Temple Beth El of Oneonta

Affiliation: United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
Rabbi: Molly Karp
Address: 83 Chestnut St., Oneonta, NY 13820
Mailing address: P.O. Box 383, Oneonta, NY 13820
Phone: 607-432-5522
Website: www.templebetheloneonta.org
E-mail: TBEOneonta@gmail.com
Regular service times: visit the temple website for days of
services and times
Religious School/Education: Religious School, for grades
kindergarten through bar/bat mitzvah, meets Sunday
mornings. Rabbi Karp conducts services and holds classes
in Torah, beginning Hebrew and Maimonides.
For the schedule of services, classes and events, see the website.

Temple Concord

Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi: Barbara Goldman-Wartell
Address: 9 Riverside Dr., Binghamton, NY 13905
Office hours: Tues.-Fri., 10 am-2 pm
Phone: 723-7355
Fax: 723-0785
Office e-mail: TempleConcord@stny.rr.com
Website: www.templeconcord.com
Regular service times: Friday, 8 pm; Saturday, 10:35 am, when
religious school is in session.

On Friday, December 9, at 8 pm, there will be Shabbat
evening services.
On Saturday, December 10, at 9 am, there will be religious
school. At 9:15 am, there will be Torah study. At 10:35 am,
there will be Shabbat family services. From noon-4 pm,
Hanukkah House Museum will be open.
On Sunday, December 11, from noon-4 pm, Hanukkah
House Museum will be open.
On Tuesday, December 13, from noon-4 pm, Hanukkah
House Museum will be open. At 6:30 pm, there will be
an Executive Board meeting. At 7:30 pm, there will be a
board meeting.
On Thursday, December 15, from 4-8 pm, Hanukkah
House Museum will be open.
On Friday, December 16, at 8 pm, there will be Shabbat
evening services with Rabbi Barbara Goldman-Wartell.
On Saturday, December 17, at 9 am, there will be Pre-Chanukah services and a celebration. At 9:30 am, there will
be Tot Time. From noon-4 pm, Hanukkah House Museum
will be open.
On Sunday, December 18, from noon-4 pm, Hanukkah
House Museum will be open.

Rohr Chabad Center

Affiliation: Chabad-Lubavitch
Rabbi: Aaron Slonim, E-mail: aslonim@binghamton.edu
Address: 420 Murray Hill Rd., Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: 797-0015, Fax: 797-0095
Website: www.Chabadofbinghamton.com
Chabad on the West Side
Rabbi: Zalman Chein, E-mail: zchein@JewishBU.com
Address: 27 Bennet Ave., Binghamton, NY 13905
Phone: 722-3252
Regular service times: Daily 7:30 am, Friday evening 6 pm,
Shabbat morning 9:30 am, Maariv and Havdalah one hour after
candle-lighting time, Sundays 9:30 am.
Linking Hearts for youngsters with special needs: This program
connects Jewish special-needs children and teenagers, ages 5-14,
who have mental, physical and/or functional disabilities, with student
volunteers who will visit participating youngsters weekly in their homes.
To join the mailing list, for up-to-date information on adult
education offerings or to arrange for a private tutorial, for
details concerning the Judaica shop and resource center, or
for assistance through the Piaker Free Loan Society or Raff
Maasim Tovim Foundation, call Chabad’s office at 797-0015.

Kol Haverim

Affiliation: Society for Humanistic Judaism
Address: P.O. Box 4972, Ithaca, NY 14852-4972
Phone: 607-277-3345
E-mail: info@kolhaverim.net
Website: www.kolhaverim.net
Chairman: Jonathan Joseph
Kol Haverim: The Finger Lakes Community for Humanistic
Judaism, is an Ithaca-based organization that brings people
together to explore and celebrate Jewish identity, history, culture
and ethics within a secular, humanistic framework. KH is part
of an international movement for Secular Humanistic Judaism
and is affiliated with the Society for Humanistic Judaism, a
national association with over 30 member communities and
congregations around the country. Established in the spring of
1999, it offers celebrations of Jewish holidays, monthly Shabbat
pot-lucks, adult education, a twice-monthly Cultural School for
children, and a bar and bat mitzvah program.
KH welcomes all individuals and families, including those from
mixed religious backgrounds, who wish to strengthen the Jewish
experience in their lives and provide their children with a Jewish
identity and experience.

On Sunday, December 11, at 10 am, a Chanukah celebration will be held at the Just Be Cause Center.

Friday, December 9, light candles....................... 4:13 pm
Shabbat ends Saturday, December 10................. 5:14 pm
Friday, December 16, light candles..................... 4:15 pm
Shabbat ends Saturday, December 17................. 5:15 pm

Temple Israel

Orientation: Conservative
Interim Rabbi: Geoffrey Brown
Address: 4737 Deerfield Pl., Vestal, NY 13850
Phone: 723-7461 and 231-3746
Office hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8:30 am-4 pm; Fri. 8 am-3 pm.
E-mail: titammy@stny.twcbc.com
Website: www.templeisraelvestal.org
Service Schedule: Friday, 5:30 pm; Saturday, 9:30 am.

On Friday, December 9, at 5:30 pm, there will be Shabbat
on the Road at Riverside Towers, 5 Riverside Dr., Binghamton.
On Saturday, December 10, at 9:30 am, there will be
Shabbat services led by Rabbi Eliav Bock. The Torah
portion will be Genesis 28:10-32:3. The haftarah will be
Hosea 12:13-14:10. Bima guest will be Barbara Gilbert,
who will be celebrating her 56th bat mitzvah anniversary
and will be sponsoring kiddush afterward. Additionally,
there will be family programming, with games and Pillow
Polo at 4:15 pm, followed by Havdalah at 5:30 pm.
On Tuesday, December 13, from 7-8:30 pm, there
will be a Sisterhood Chanukah Program.
On Saturday, December 17, at 11:30 am, there will
be family programming, followed by a Kiddush lunch.
On Sunday, December 18, at 10 am, there will be an
adult ed. brunch.

Penn-York Jewish Community

President and Treasurer-Secretary: Harvey Chernosky,
570-265-3869
B’nai B’rith: William H. Seigel Lodge
Purpose: To promote Jewish identity through religious,
cultural, educational and social activities in the Southern
Tier of New York and the Northern Tier of Pennsylvania,
including Waverly, NY; Sayre, Athens and Towanda, PA, and
surrounding communities.

Congregation Tikkun v’Or

Affiliation: Union for Reform Judaism
Address: PO Box 3981, Ithaca, NY 14852; 2550 Triphammer
Rd. (corner of Triphammer and Burdick Hill), Lansing, NY
Phone: 607-256-1471
Website: www.tikkunvor.org
E-mail: info@tikkunvor.org
Presidents: Dorothy Debbie and Nina Cummings
Rabbi: Brian Walt
Religious School Director/Admin. Coordinator: Naomi Wilensky
Services: Fridays at 7:30 pm unless otherwise noted. Family
services and Tot Shabbat once a month at 6:30 pm. Call for
weekly schedules.
Religious School: Preschool through seventh-grade classes
meet on Sunday mornings. Sixth-grade Hebrew and seventhgrade b’nai mitzvah classes meet on Wednesday afternoons.
Adult Ed.: Special classes and discussion groups held
regularly. Essential Judaism classes offered in the fall and
spring. Call the office for details.

Norwich Jewish Center

Orientation: Inclusive
Rabbi: Rafael Goldstein
Address: 72 South Broad St., Norwich, NY 13815
Contact: Linda Horovitz, 336-7236
Contact: Guilia Greenberg, 373-5087
Purpose: To maintain a Jewish identity and meet the needs
of the Jewish community in the area.
Services: Held twice each month on certain Fridays at 7 pm
except in December, January and February. Call for dates
or more information.
Adult Ed.: Saturday morning study is held at 10 am. Call for
more information and to confirm.

Temple Brith Sholom

Affiliation: Unaffiliated
Address: P.O. Box 572, 117 Madison St., Cortland, NY 13045
Phone: 607-756-7181
President: Glen Goldwyn, ggoldwyn@twcny.rr.com
Service leaders: Lay leadership
Shabbat services: Either Friday evening at 7:30 pm or Saturday
at 10 am from Rosh Hashanah to Shavuot. Holiday services
are also held. Check the weekly e-mail for upcoming services.
Contact the president to get on the e-mail list.
Religious School: Students are educated on an individual basis.
Temple Brith Sholom is a small equalitarian congregation serving
the greater Cortland community. Congregants span the gamut of
observance and services are largely dependent on the service
leader. The Friday night siddur is “Likrat Shabbat,” while the
Saturday morning siddur is “Gates of Prayer.” The community
extends a warm welcome to the Jewish student population of
SUNY Cortland, as well as the residents of local adult residences.
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Jewish Community Center

Snow day fun at the JCC

Nathan Young played in the snow at the Jewish Community
Center.

Jil Foster kept an eye on Kids Connection children enjoying
a snow day off from school at the JCC on November 21.

Keegan Magill watched an unidentified friend make a
snow angel at the JCC.

Priorities

Continued from page 14

Jewish people. His parents sent him away to find a wife
and start a family. God approved of this trip and promised
to guard him. When he fulfilled that mission, after the 14
years, he was still motivated by idealism and understood
his destiny, and wanted to return. However, after agreeing to stay and starting to amass wealth, he forgot about
the mission. He put his business above all else and made
amassing more and more his highest priority. Lavan and his
sons were obsessed with material objects, and they infected
Jacob, as well. Therefore, their jealousy was natural. And
Jacob’s desire to fight fire with fire was the natural response
of the astute and competitive businessman. Had God not
intervened, who knows what may have happened to the yet
unborn Jewish people? God was not prepared to protect
Jacob under these circumstances. That was not the deal.
The condition for God’s protection was that Jacob had to
remain true to his mission. Go back to your land, God says,
the land that I had promised you and your children, return
to your mission, and then I will be with you.
Judaism is not against physical pleasure; it is not against
wealth, it does not teach us to subsist at poverty level. It
does demand that we not become obsessed with material
possessions so that we forget our values, our responsibilities
and our mission. It all depends upon how we choose to
treat our wealth, where our priorities are and if the process
of earning more is done in order that we can enhance our
mission, not just in order to have a higher standard of living.
The Jerusalem Talmud (Yoma 4b) makes an interesting
observation. The first Temple was destroyed because the
Jews violated the three cardinal sins. The second Temple,
when the Jews studied Torah and were scrupulous in keeping
the mitzvot, was destroyed because of their love for money
and sin’at chinam, baseless hatred. Apparently, the Talmud
is saying that their love and obsession for money caused
the unjustified hatred. Competition in the marketplace led
to hatred of one’s fellow. This obsession with materialistic
possessions and the need to amass greater and greater wealth
caused the destruction of the Temple and the exile that we
are still suffering in today, 2,000 years later.
Let us learn the lesson that Jacob learned. We need to
set our priorities straight. Use our material possessions
for the greater good. Practice the traits of Aaron, the High
Priest, loving people and striving to bring peace between
people and between nations.
B
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L-r: Motassim Alsowaina and Brady Wilber participated
in a snowball fight on a day off from school.

Colleen Godleski enjoyed sledding at the Jewish Community
Center.
L-r: Morrigan Magill and Isabel Goncalves enjoyed
sledding down the JCC’s hill on a snow day.

Orthodox learning program

The Orthodox Union will present a day of
Torah, learning and more, including a discussion
on the future of Orthodox Jewry on Sunday,
January 15, from 8:45 am-6:15 pm. Among the
topics to be featured are halachah, Tanach, haskafa and Israel.
Among the speakers will Rabbi David Lau, Harav Yonason
Sacks, Mina Glick, Rabbi Shalom Rosner, R Menachem
Genack and more. Both women and men are welcome to
attend any part or all of the event. Admittance is $18, and
there will be free parking and kosher food available. The
event is being held indoors at Citi Field Convention Center,
Queens, NY. For more information, contact Vicki Garfinkel
Jakubovic at 973-519-8926 or vickigj@gmail.com.

Jewish Museum holding John
Singer Sargent exhibit

The Jewish Museum in New York City is holding the
exhibit “John Singer Sargent’s Mrs. Carl Meyer and Her
Children” through February 5. John Singer Sargent’s
painting, “Mrs. Carl Meyer and her Children of 1896,”
depicts Adèle Meyer with her children, Elsie Charlotte and
Frank Cecil. The work has been called one of Sargent’s
most beloved portraits, although when it was first shown
at the Royal Academy of Arts in 1897, it was both praised
and disparaged. On loan from the Tate Britain in London,
it has been more than 10 years since this painting was on
view in the United States. The exhibit highlights the work
and places it in context by showing other family portraits,
family photographs, personal correspondence and domestic
memorabilia, as well as satirical imagery from popular culture
that relates to both the Meyer family and Singer Sargent.
For more information, visit http://thejewishmuseum.org
or contact the museum info@thejm.org or 212-423-3200.

JCC Friendship Club
The JCC Friendship Club met on November 30 and
heard Deb Foreman play the piano. She started by playing
“Happy Birthday.” We all joined in and sang to Bruce
Orden, whose birthday was November 29. She played
songs from “The Sound of Music” and other show tunes.
We reminisced when she played “Sh-boom (Life Would
Be A Dream).” Bruce entertained us by singing a song
called “The Joker” that many of us had never heard. Deb
ended by playing “Goodnight Sweetheart.”
The meeting was called to order by Sylvia Diamond.
After the Pledge of Allegiance Ann Brillant said the
blessing over the cookies supplied by Morty Hofstein. We
discussed upcoming programs. Ann left her notes home
and could not remember the dates of the programs. We
joked our “rememberer is broke, but our forgetter is getting
better.” Bruce recommended a book about unusual words
to describe groups, such as a gaggle of geese or a murder
of crows. It is titled “An Exaltation of Larks” by James
Lipton. He said that he will bring it to the next meeting.
Come join us on Wednesday, December 21, at 2 pm, at
Brookdale, across the road from the JCC, for a Chanukah
party.
Sylvia Diamond
President
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Israeli airport authorities deny entry to
BDS activist for first time

(Israel Hayom/Exclusive to JNS.org) – Israel refused entry
to an activist with the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
movement on Dec. 5, the first such case since the Israeli
government introduced a bill to that effect in November.
Isabel Phiri, a Malawian member of the World Council of
Churches and a known BDS activist, was stopped by Ben
Gurion International Airport authorities while trying to
enter Israel on a tourist visa. According to reports, Phiri’s
passport was flagged and Population and Immigration Authority officials at the airport contacted the Interior Ministry
for instructions. Interior Minister Aryeh Deri and Strategic
Affairs Minister Gilad Erdan jointly head Israel’s public diplomacy efforts against the BDS movement. Deri instructed
airport authorities to deny Phiri’s entry, effectively setting
a precedent for barring entry to individuals who promote
economic, cultural and academic boycotts against Israel.

Jewish Home’s Bennett: outpost bill
paves way for to annex Judea, Samaria

Israeli Education Minister Naftali Bennett, leader of
the Jewish Home party, hailed the preliminary passage of
a controversial bill to legalize Israeli settlement outposts
as paving the way for Israel’s eventual annexation of Judea
and Samaria. The legislation passed its first legislative test
on Dec. 5, passing a preliminary Knesset reading in a 60-49
vote. The bill still faces three more readings before it can

become law. The measure has been “staunchly opposed”
by many in Israel, including Attorney General Avichai
Mandelblit, who has said that the bill violates international
law. The measure has also been opposed by the U.S., the
European Union and the United Nations. But Bennett said,
“Today, the Israeli Knesset moved from heading toward
establishing a Palestinian state to heading toward sovereignty in Judea and Samaria, and to remove any doubt about
it – the outpost regulation bill is the tip of the iceberg in
applying sovereignty.” The bill, which originally was designed to prevent the court-ordered Dec. 25 demolition of
the Amona outpost, will not prevent that community from
being relocated after a compromise was reached between
Bennett and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

High-level African officials attend
Jerusalem agriculture summit

In the latest sign of growing ties between Israel and Africa,
a delegation of more than a dozen African officials gathered
on Dec. 5 in Jerusalem as part of a three-day agricultural
summit. The summit – “Enhancing Sustainable Agricultural Productivity in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions” – was
sponsored by MASHAV, Israel’s international development
agency, and was attended by seven agricultural ministers
as well as other high-level officials from the 15-nation
Economic Community of Western African States. “During
the conference, the ministers and delegates will learn about
agricultural technology produced in Israel, with an emphasis on dealing with arid climatic conditions, a topic which
African agriculture ministers are particularly interested in
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Israel’s new ambassador to Turkey
presents credentials to Erdogan

Israel’s new ambassador to Turkey, Eitan Na’eh, met
with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Dec. 5.
Na’eh presented his diplomatic credentials to Erdogan,
marking one of the final steps in restoring relations between
the former close regional allies. The ceremony, held at
Erdogan’s presidential palace, included an honor guard
of Turkish soldiers and a rendition of Israel’s national
anthem, “Hatikvah.” Erdogan welcomed Na’eh, who was
previously stationed in Ankara in the 1990s, with a smile
and handshake. He was reportedly impressed when the
Israeli ambassador greeted him in Turkish. The Turkish
leader shook hands with Na’eh’s wife and children, as well
as the Israeli embassy’s diplomatic staff. Following their
meeting, Na’eh said on Twitter that he was “very pleased
to present my credentials to President Erdogan and to start
a new phase in the relations between the two countries.”
The last Israeli ambassador to Turkey, Gabby Levy, was
expelled in 2011 following the May 2010 Mavi Marmara
incident, in which nine Turkish militants were killed after
they had attacked Israeli commandos aboard a vessel that
was trying to breach the blockade on Gaza. Turkey and
Israel agreed to normalize relations last summer.

Anti-BDS legislation introduced in NV

Nevada Lieutenant Governor Mark Hutchinson and
pro-Israel activists introduced a new resolution seeking to
counter the anti-Israel Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
movement. The proposed Senate Bill 26 will seek to counter
the discriminatory environment fostered by the BDS movement, according to the Israeli-American Coalition for Action,
which is promoting the measure. Nevada’s anti-BDS resolution will be similar to others passed by more than a dozen
U.S. states in recent years. “We have a unique opportunity
in the coming legislative session to send a powerful message
that the hateful and discriminatory environment fostered by
BDS has no place in Nevada,” said IAC for Action Chairman Shawn Evenhaim. “The IAC for Action is grateful to
Lieutenant Governor Mark Hutchison and the state legislators
of Nevada for their courageous leadership on this issue.”

Twitter grants Muslim Brotherhood
verification
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due to a similar climate prevailing in their countries,” said
Jonathan Blum, a spokesman for Israeli Agriculture Minister
Uri Ariel, the Times of Israel reported.
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The social media platform Twitter recently granted
verification to the official mouthpiece of the Muslim Brotherhood, an Egypt-based Islamist organization that has been
designated as a terrorist organization in its home country
since December 2013. The Muslim Brotherhood operates
through a website known as Ikhwan Web, which serves as
the Brotherhood’s “official” English-speaking feed. Many
are critiquing Twitter’s decision to grant Ikhwan Web
verification, saying it legitimizes the group’s antisemitic
propaganda. “Verifying the Muslim Brotherhood’s Twitter
feed helps further their narrative of civilization-Jihad,”
U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX), told the Washington Free
Beacon. “This maneuver makes the Brotherhood seem
like a legitimate group while providing them cover to
spread their radical version of Islam,” Cruz added. “I look
forward to working with the new administration to expose
the Brotherhood’s efforts to increase their influence in
America.” The Muslim Brotherhood is the parent group
of the Palestinian terrorist organization Hamas.

U.K. home secretary says she will spend
millions to protect Jews

United Kingdom Home Secretary Amber Rudd has
promised to spend millions to provide security guards for
all Jewish schools and synagogues in the country. Speaking
at a U.K.-Israel conference in the British Parliament, Rudd
cited the research of the Community Security Trust, a British
organization that monitors and records antisemitic incidents.
“Last year, the Community Security Trust received 924 reports of antisemitic incidents, including 86 violent assaults.
Let me be clear, any attack of that kind is one attack too
many,” Rudd said. “We are providing £13.4 million (about
$17 million) for guarding at all Jewish state, free and independent schools, colleges and nurseries and at synagogues,
and to support the continuing efforts of the police to provide
security and reassurance to the Jewish community.”

Palestinian Fatah party unanimously
re-elects Mahmoud Abbas as leader

The Palestinian Fatah political party unanimously re-elected
Mahmoud Abbas as the head of the party at the opening of its
first leadership congress in more than seven years. The re-election of the 81-year-old Abbas, who also serves as president of
the PalestinianAuthority, comes despite growing unpopularity
and internal dissent within Palestinian society. Abbas has been
increasingly challenged by a younger generation of Palestinian
leaders. The week of Dec. 1, members of Fatah’s parliament
and central committee were to hold elections to determine the
future of the party, which largely dominates Palestinian society
in the West Bank. “The system from the 1960s no longer works
in 2016,” Jibril Rajoub, a former Palestinian intelligence chief
and Fatah central committee member, told AFP.

